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Crime data
ruled open

Council .
•

·rev1ews
tuition
By MELANIE BUCKLIN

Case may set precedent
By RHONNDA KERR
Senior Editor

Fifteen months of confusion
and controversy about access to
campus crime records at Murray State may soon come to an
end.
A Federal judge in Springfield, Mo. ruled last week
that campus crime records
must be open to the public, and
media experts across the country say this ruling may set a
precedent for ~Jimilar cases.
"The decision is even better
than we had expected," said
Mark Goodman, executive
director of the Student Press
Law Center. "It is already having a ripple effect at schools
around the nation. The effort to
cover-up .campus crime on campuses may soon be ending."
The decision, made by Judge
Russell Clark, is the result of a
suit filed against Southwest
Mis8ouri State University by
Traci Bauer, editor of the student newspaper, when university officials refused to let her see
a report on a rape involving a
student athlete in March of
1989.
SMSU and the Federal
Department of Education
argued that the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 prohibited the release of
the crime report because it
identified the victim and
suspects. The Act states that
colleges and universities can
not release students' educational records to the public
without their permission.
Clark ruled, however, that
campus crime records are not
exempt from open-records law
and can not be protected as
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educational records. He also
ruled that withholding campus
crime reports violates the First
and Fifth Amendments of the
U.S. Constitution.
Clark's official ruling states:
"The language of the statute
which protects 'educational
records' demonstrates that the
legislature did not intend to include records maintained by a
university police department
for law enforcement purposes.
The Court will not assume that
the legislature intended a
result which in no way furthers
the plain purpose of the statute.
.. This Court concludes that the
records sought by the plaintiff
are not educational records!'
Like SMSU, Murray State
also cited the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment, in its
defense last April when it was
sued by the Courier-Journal.
The Courier-Journal filed the
suit when reporter Fran Ellers
made two formal requests to inspect and copy certain public
safety records and was denied.
Bill Hollander, an attorney
for the Courier-Journal, said in
his opinion the SMSU case is
"exactly the same" as the case
filed against Murray State, and
he hopes the judge will fmd
Clark's ruling "very persuasive'' in making a decision.
"I certainly hope this will set
the prece<lent," he said. "What
makes this ruling so important
is there are no decisions of any
courts that go the other way.
No court has ever said that

Photo by KRISTIE HELMS

SPRING HAS SPRUNG
Although Wednesday, the first day of spring, was cloudy this year, the sunshine of spring
could be found In the newly blooming flowers.

See OPEN RECORDS

Murray State University,
through policies of the Council
on Higher Education, is trying
to m&ke education a bar~ .
The two are trying to keep tuition rates low .in order to make
higher education affordable to
more people, and put some
money back into the pockets of
students.
The Council, y.rhich sets tuition for eight state universities
and community colleges, has
adopted a tuition plan that differs little from the current one.
The new plan will go into effect
in the 1992-93 school year.
According to the Task group •
on tuition policy review final
report, ''Tuition rates for resid e nt undergraduate and
graduate students shall be the
minimum ofrates based on benchmark data and Kentucky's
projected per capita personal income or rates based on increasing current rates by a function
of inflation."
Using these criteria the
Council sets tuition for eight
state unversities; Morehead,
Murray, Eastern, Western,
Nothern, Kentucky State,
University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville; and
several community colleges
· ...
throughout the state.
Since 1986. tuition at all
regional schools for full-time
undergraduate students from
Kentucky has had tuition increases varying between $20 to
$120.
-A major concern- Of the Council was to stabilize great
changes in tuition rates.
When - esfab1ishing tuiton
rates, the Council bases them
See TUITION
Back page

Back page

MSU gains from NCAA d~spite loss
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

For small colleges such as
Murray State University, a trip
to the NCAA Tournament is
much like Ed McMahon knocking on someone's door. It tends
to result in big cash prizes.
But a new "share and share
alike" program by both the
NCAA and the Ohio Valley
Conference meant that Murray
State actually received less
money than they had in
previous years, said athletic
director Mike Strickland.
The conference receives the
money from the NCAA and
then distributes it according to
a system approved by all
member universities. This year
the OVC received $431,000 for
its automatic bid to the NCAA.
That figure was reached with
the new system devised by the
NCAA that awards money on
the basis of past conference performance in the elite tourna-

d

ment, Strickland said.
Murray State received
$25,000 off the top to help cover
travel expenses, while the rest
was divided equally resulting
in a $58.000 payday for each
school in the OVC. Murray
State's total share of the purse
was $83,000 compared to
$115,000 for last year's
appearance.
"They've tried to make it fair
for everyone," Strickland said,
"Last year the other schools only received $7,000 or $10,000."
In previous years, schools
received more money for each
round it advanced in the tournament. This year, schools
received one lump sum
regardless of how far they advanced, Strickland said.
1 'They (the NCAA) wanted to
eliminate the $200,000 free
throw from the tournament,"
he said. ''They want to play the
tournament for the trophy."
Aside from the money, the ex-

The battle of the sexes

posure received by appearing in
the field of 64 can lead to indirect bonuses for the University. Alumni contributions,
enrollment and souvenir sales
in the -beokstore all benefit
from the fleeting, yet powerful
exposure.
Bill Rayburn, executive director of the Racer Club, said it is
not uncommon to hear from
alumni that have never before
contributed or have not contributed in some time.
"Three of the last four years
we went to the NCAA tournament and our contributions
~ave always gone up," Rayburn
said.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said the exposure increases awareness and pride in
Murray State throughout the
region and that it helps to have
a successful athletic program.
"Everyone likes to be
associated with a winner,"
Radke said. "People don't make
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e 3 of every 4 women in hourly staff positions earn less than men who
..

occupy the same employment grade.
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decisions based on that, but the
exposure is invaluable."
Although the most response
for Murray State memorabiJia
came after the first round victory over North Carolina State
in 1988, the bookstore still
shows an increase in sales as a
result of tournament appearances, said manager Bobby
McDowell.
Requests for
sweatshirts and T-shirts have
come from as far away as
California and Florida this
year. Some people are new
Racer fans, others have more
personal reasons for MSU gear.
"People with the last name of
Murray see Murray State and
would like to have something
that says Murray State,"
McDowell said.
One of the more popular
items this year is the official
.
NCAA tournament shirt.
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
McDowell said the bookstore
was able to get some from Racer Paul King protects the ball against Alabama's James
Robinson as he looks for an open pass.
Atlanta.
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~ Facing the job market
Most students enter college under the pretense of getting a good job when they graduate.
The job search can be a very challenging
and competitive endeavor even after having
tour years of college training.
As students approach graduation, they
should take advantage of the placement services on campus. There are many tips that can
make the difference in that crucial interview.
from how to dress to how to answer questions.
Stories on page 5

lomb threat

•

IndeX

The afternoon shifts at Fisher Price, . Around Campus ...••... . •. 11
Arts & Entertainment . •... . .. 12
which included about 50 Murray State
Calendar • ..• • ...• •• . • •7
students, was evacuated after a bomb
Campus Ufe . . ........ .... . 9
threat at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Campus Views.......•.. . ...• 4
The shifts were sent home and
Classifieds • .••..... ••... . . • 15
compensated four hours pay.
Focus . . .. . ............ . .... 5
Jerry Kelly, plant manager, said local
Letters .. •. . ...•..••.........4
law inforcement agencies were called
Newsbriefs .•.•.••..• . .. • ....6
in.
People • . ....•.•••.••..... •. 3
Kelly said nothing was found, and
Police Beat ...••.• • •••....••7
business Is back to normal at the plant.
Scoreboard ......•••. •.• . •• 15
Trooper Chuck Robertson of the
Sports • . ....•.. .. •..... 13
Kentucky State Police Mayfield Post
Sports Notebook . ... .. .• . .15
said the incident Is still under Investigation.
VIewpoint ....••.. . ....... • .. 4
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Gandhi speaks out against violence
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Campus Ute Editor

Imagine Arun Gandhi, a
young boy of 12, sitting outside
on a warm summer evening.
With him is his grandfather a great spiritual leader known
worldwide for his non-violent
strives for social harmony.
They sit quietly for a while,
enjoying the peace, but as the
sun begins to set, the old man
speaks softly to his grandson.
One day a long time ago, there
was an old rabbi who was trying
to explain the difference between
night and day to his pupils. He
asked the young stucknts if they
knew how to tell when night had
ended and the day had begun.
One pupil asked if daytime

Center Ballroom Wednesday
came when one could tell the difevening.
ference between a sheep and a
dog in the distance. The rabbi
Although Arun Gandhi gains
shook his head. Another asked
much of his notoriety from beif daytime came when one could
ing the grandson of the nontell the difference between an apviolent leader of the Indian
ple tree and a peach tree in the
Revolution, he has his own list
distance. Again the rabbi shook
of achievements to add to the
his head.
Gandhi goal of a non-violent
world.
The difference between night
A journalist for The Times of
and day, he said, is when one
India,
Arun Gandhi created Incan look upon the face of any
dia's
Center
for Social Unity in
man or woman and see a
1960,
an
effort
to provide selfbrother or a sister. Otherwise,
the
impoverishhelp
models
to
he said, it is still night.
ed in Indian communities.
Out of all the stories the late
Now, the man who was born
Arun Ollndhl
Mathama Gandhi told his
and raised in apartheid South
grandson during summer even·
Mrica, said his goal is to
ings in India, this is the one during his lectt1re at Murray establish centers for nonArun Gandhi chose to share State UnivP.rsity in the Curris violent reform in the United

States and his native country.
But he said it is difficult to
speak of non-violence to a country that has recently claimed
victory in the Gulf War.
"We can't depend on
ourselves to be civilized and rely on the gun," he said.
Like his grandfather, Arun
Gandhi said he believes people
must rely on logic and nonviolent methods - such as sane·
tiona and boycotts - to resolve
disputes.
He said the road to a nonviolent world begins with the
individual and his ability to
control anger and bitterness.
..Anger is like an acid whic'h
does more harm to the vessel in

which it is contained than on •
what it is poured," he said.
He said through self-help
methods, people can make a dif- •
ference in their own lives. In 1
Bombay City in India, for ex- 1
ample, the homeless people of 1
the city were threatened that
they might be pushed out of
town and left to die.
.(
Arun Gandhi taught those
people to help themselves. The '
people now have their own
bank with more than $2 million
in assets.
"We must have peace with
our neighbors and colleagues
and work at an individual level '
to build up to a higher level,"
he said.

Concerns ·for environment spur action
Sy TIFFANY DEVINE
Staff Writer

With efforts toward recycling and
protecting our environment going fullswing, the response to the blue bins at
Murray State University has been
better than expected.
Blue bins are University recycling
containers located in class buildings
and offices across campus for white
paper, computer paper and aluminum
cans.
" We had some problems on the front
end because when people see a can
with a hole in the top, they drop gum
wrappers in it, but it's proven not to
be too bad," said Ed West, director of
the physical plant.
West said the University recycles
desk t.op waste (white paper), computer paper, aluminum cans and scrap
metal such as copper. He said the
paper was the biggest concern because
of all the office use.
Terry Steiden, associate director of
custodial maintinence for the physical
plant, said a recycling committee was
formed last semester at the request of

Provost James L . Booth, and the. bins
were placed in the class buildings in
mid-November.
"We set up a program to decide w~at
could be recycled and. took ~ps to 1mplement that. We mvestlgated the
market and found ones for aluminum
cans and white paper," Steiden said.
Steiden said the b1ns were purchas.
.
ed and 1mplemented by the phys1cal
plant, the Student Government
Association, the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and volunteers.
.,l don't think we could have done it
without them," he said. ·~re are
1,200 blue bins. a was no small job."
In most buildings small bins are in
the hallways on each floor. The cu.stodiana empty the small bins into huge
bins and store them in the buildings
until full.
When the big bins are full, they are
bagged and set out separately for the
physical plant to pick up and deliver
to a downtown buyer, West said.
Although no market exists for
newsprint or plastic, Steiden said the
committee is looking for possibilities.

"We might try to shred newsprint to
use as animal bedding," he said.
West said the University is not making much from the recycling but that
the reduced tipping fee, the cost to use
a landfill, makes up for it.
"W
. ,
h~ ~~dn t ex.pe~~ to make
anyt ~ng, W~st saul What _we do
get might go mto a scholarship, but
that will be 1 g t ·
· "
a on . lme .commg. .
Todd_ Lancaster, 1nte~1m operatlo~
superv1ser fo~ the Curr1~ Center, sa1d
the response m ~e Curr~s Center ~as
not ove~helmmg because the bms
~latlvely _new.
.
I ve seen 1mprovement smce the
bins wen; installed," he said. "We in
the .off1~,e have become more
conscious.
Clara Jackson, custodian of the
Wa~rfield ;Library, said she has also
not1~ an Improvement in the use of
the blnB.
_
.
"We carry out quite a bit of paper,"
she said.
Steiden said the next step would be
to put the bins in the residence halls.
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City organizing composting
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Special Sections Editor

Murray city officials are planning to
establish a compost operation to
reduce landfill waste by the first leaf
pick up this fall.
Two University staff members and
three city officials visited Western
Kentucky University in early
February ·to observe their compost
operation.
"They collect about 20,000 cubic
yards of leaves, bring it to the university farm and grind up the leaves so
they compost faster," said Wayne
Harper, associate director of the
physical plant. •'They build large windrows and when the temperature gets
up (to around 190 degrees) they turn it
to speed up the organic process."
~---- a bale of
A wmd.row
1s snnilar to
hay, Harper said. It is about 10 feet
tall, 12 feet wide and as long as 100
feet.

---

.,

The composts usually break down in
six to 12 months, and WKU sella them
in the spring. The compoffts can be u.
ed in vegetable gardens as fertilizers
or as mulch to retain moisture.
Don Elias, Murray City Planner,
said the plan is still in its preliminary
stages but he hopes to be operating by
fall.
He said only about one acre of land
will be required to house the 5,000
cubic yards they expect to collect this
fall.
"The cost is relatively inexpensive
to get started," Elias said.
This plan is one effort resulting from
the Solid Waste Management Bill
passed to reduce what goes into
landfills.
"This new legislation passed this
summer mandates a 25 percent reduction of waste going into the landfill by
1997," Elias said. "Hopefully composting will help us meet that goal."
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Kuwaiti views new world PEOPLE
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

Before President Bush announced a cease-fire for the
Allied forces in Kuwait, Tarek
Orfaly, a Kuwaiti national at·
tending Murray State University, was already celebrating the
liberation of his homeland.
"I pretty much knew it was
over when Saddam Hussein announced his troops were pulling
out of Kuwait," he said. "It was
too good to believe."
Orfaly said the pictures on
CNN showing the liberation
and the celebrations were
unbelievable. He said he was
elated to see the Kuwaiti flag
raised over Kuwait City again.
Now that the war is over, not
only is Kuwait being rebuilt,
but so is the political structure
of the region.
For Orfaly who still has family in Kuw~it, including his
mother and father, communication about the rebuilding of
Kuwait has been sporadic. He
receives some of the information through the American
media.
"I heard on the news
(Wednesday) the (Kuwaiti)
Cabinet has resigned," he said.
But Orfaly said he has been
able to receive some communications from his family.
"I heard from my dad two
days ago," he said. "He said
they are waiting for things to
settle down."
,O_rfaly said his father was try-

ing to get a phone line out of the
country, but some of the lines
and systems were still in a
disarray.
Though the rebuilding of
Kuwait is a ~or interest to
Orfaly, he said he is not concerned about financial cost of
rebuilding the nation.
"(The Kwaiti government)
has endless resources," he said.
"They can pay for themselves."
Even with ita oil refineries
currently burning, Kuwait has
a large capital base of investments to work with. Orfaly
said the government invested
heavily outside of the nation,
not only giving it a strong,
stable fi nancial base for
economic support, but also a
good financial base to uae as
· collateral on a lQBn.
"You would lend $50 billion
dollars to Kuwait before you
w~uld lend it to Egypt," Orfaly
satd.
He said the nation also has
the manpower and the manage..
ment to complememt t he
money needed to rebuild
Kuwait.
"I would say it will only take
five to 10 years to rebuild
Kuwait," he said.
Orfa l y sai d after the
rebuilding of the nation, the
world may see the sprawling,
,!!CO~~ su~ssful country
that it saw dUring the 60s. He
also said the country could be
rebuilt as a financial center in
the Middle East, so the nation

" I would say it
will only take
five to 10 years
to rebuild
Kuwait.'' .
Tarek Orfaly
Senior

won't be so dependent on oil for
its revenue.
However, Orfaly said his concern lies in the struggle for
peace in the region and an end
to the Arab-Israeli conflict.
"Nowisthetimetosay, 'Let's
get it over with,"' he said.
The United States, Orfaly
said, is in a good position to bring a solution, if not an end, to
the problem.
Because the Arab states had
to rely upon the American
military for defense against
Hussein's hostilities, there is a
feeling of indebtedness in the
Arab countries towards tthe
United States.
"We owe them a lot," he said.
Because of this feeling, Orfaly
said the Arab world is more
willing to communicate and
cooperate with the United
States.
"It has moderated the
radicals," he said. "The United
States should come much closer
to the Arab states."
Currently, the United States

gives over $3 billion in military
. aid to Israel. Orfaly said if
Israel would cooperate with the
United States as it did during
the war, the grievances between Arabs and Israelis could
be resolved and the Occupied
territories could be released.
"The war may be the best
thing to happen for Israel," he
said.
However, Orfaly said he
recognized a strong Jewish lobby in the United States. He said
any actions Bush might take
towards Israel may not come
until after the 1992 elections.
As for relations between Arab
states, Orfaly said the attitudes
towards Arab unity depends on
the Arab populations. He said
the Kuwaitis regard the idea of
Arab unity as bull.
"The rifts are to great to fonn
one gt·eat state," he said,
But Orfaly also said a powerful alliance has been formed
between the military powers of
Syria and Egypt and the financial powers of the Gulf states.
He said even Iran might be
more receptive to other Arab
states.
As for Kuwait itself, Orfaly
said more Kuwaitis will be running their country, instead of
foreigners, and the common
people will have a bigger voice
in the affairs of the nation.
"Politically, they will have a
parliament, though I do not
think they will have a constitutional monarchy," he said.

HARPER , _ associate director f~r " grQunds
maintenan_ce., won three gold medals in the senior division of
the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) Kentucky State Karate
Championships at Morehead State University on March 16.
Harper, 42, took the gold in kobudo (weapons forms), kata
(empty hands forms) and kumite (free fighting).
A 1970 graduate of Murray State with a degree in
agriculture, he earned all-America status in the National
AAU Karate Championships in 1987 and again in 1990 and
has won five golds and a bronze in the national competition.

.Y! A YNE

ROGER REICHMUTH , acting assistant dean of the College of.
Fine Arts and Communication, served as clinician/adjudicator for the Farmington (Mo.) Band Festival on March
18.
An associate professor of music, Reichmuth joined the
faculty at Murray State in 1970. He was marching band
director and assistant director of bands from 1970 to 1974
and chairman of the department of music from 1977 to 1990.
His teaching assignments have included saxophone, orchestration, conducting, woodwind techniques and graduate
music education courses.

Five members of the Murray State University Housing
Department recently returned from a placement exchange
held March 7-10 in Oshkosh, Mich.
Among the 681 candidates representing 185 schools from
across the country were PAULA HULICK, director of housing;
GENE BIBY, assistant director of housing; L INDA SCHUMER,
programming director at the housing department; CARR~£"
CZIRR, director of White Hall; and SCHELL Y WEEDMAN,
director of Woods Hall.
"Our office mainly went to look for potential hall directors," Biby said.
Although Murray State did not hire anyone while at the exchange, Schumer said the trip was worthwhile.
"Right now we are still setting up appointments (with applicants) but we had a lot of interest in Murray," she said.
In addition to searching for potential candidates, the exchange also offered the chance for hall directors to be interviewed for future placement.
"For our people looking for jobs, it was a really good experience," she said. "They had some seminars for the candidates, such as learning interviewing skills, that 1 think
were helpful."

Mr. Tuxedo

304 E. Moh St.

7fl}-.fiJ73
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is now taking applications for the Fall.
1111 following positions will be open:
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$35
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VIEWPOINT
EI>lfORIAL

SHERRY

Students need
MSU crime info
The times in college are times of acquiring
knowledge through different forms of information.
Information is the lifeblood of our world today.
It is common knowledge around campus that The
Murray State News has had several "run-ins" with
the University's administration over gaining access
to public records and receiving information about
students who commit crimes on campus. Their
arguments stem from a 1974 law which protects the
rights of a student's educational records.
However, the question we raised was; "Does a
crime, committed by a student on campus, constitute as being educational?" Absolutely not and
apparently someone agrees. Recently, a U.S.
district judge ruled that withholding such information is unconstitutional.
On March 13, judge Russell Clark of Missouri ruled that universities could not withhold criminal information on students, and that such actions violate
the First and Fifth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The suit was brought by The Southwest
Standard, the campus newspaper for Southwest
Missouri State University. Similar suits are pending at Southern Arkansas Univ~rsity and right
here at Murray State.
Some say that the students have a right to
privacy, but what about a student's right to safety?
These suits are not to downgrade anyone nor to increase a newspaper's readership. They are simply
for informing the students and faculty of the happenings on campus and to shine a light on those
who break the law.
Also, threats have come from the Department of
Education to "cut off" federal funding to universities that release such information to the public.
These unacceptable tactics have been made against
13 colleges, including illinois State University, the
University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky
University.
It is difficult to fathom that an organization, such
as the Department of Education, would resort to
threats such as the stoppage of funding from the
U.S. government in order to stop the flow of information dealing with crimes on campus. Why? Surely this wouldn't have anything to do with exposing
the unfortunate, but real side to campus life and endangering the possibility of having some student
come and spend thousands of dollars on an education, would it?
Unfortunately, as with most crimes, people tend
to forget about the innocent victims. If a student is
arrested for sexual assault or any other type of
violent crime, shouldn't other students know about
this?
Keeping such information from the public's eye
can only prove detrimental to campus life at Murray State and to the students, themselves.
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Spring Break
from Hell
I

·I

LE1TERS
Organizati~n ' s
To the Editor:
We are writing this letter to inform your readers that an
organization calling itself
..Citizen Action," which goes
door-to-door soliciting money
for "environmental issues," is
not in any way affiliated with
Kentuckians For The Commonwealth, Tom FitzGerald or
the Kentucky Res ource s
Council.
We deeply resent what we

claim called 'misleading'

tielieve to be a misuse of our
organizat ions' and Tom FitzGerald's names to solicit funds
for an organization that has no
affiliation with and is not
"working with" Kent uckians
For The. Commonwealth, the
Kentucky Resources Council or
Mr. FitzGerald. We h ave
repeatedly warned Citizen Ac·
tion that our names are not to
be used to solicit money for that
organization, but the pract ice

has continued.

We consider the practice
distasteful and misleading, and
encourage any of your readers
who contributed to Citizen Action.:.to demand a refund of
their contribution .

Daymon Morgan
Kentuckians For T h e
Commonwealth

Production group praised for 'enthusiasm'
To the Editor:
Four Rivers Productions, a new
and aggressive nonprofit production company in Western
Ktntucky, is to be complimented for its enthusiasm.
Recently I spoke to Four Rivers'
board on behalf of Kentucky's
Tourism Secretary Ron Gentry.
Four .River$ Productions- is
the production company that
was born out of the two very
s uccessful seasons of The

Popularity Showboat at Ken· theatre-The Pio n eer
Playhouse-in Danville Kentucky Dam State Park.
Four Rivers Productions has tucky 1 I feel confident that Four
assumed the responsibility of Rivers Productions will succeed
both The Popularity Showboat with its goal of developing a
and The Popularity Gazette. large scale regional attraction
The board is comprised of both for and with the four
progressive-minded volunteers r ivers region.
from sever al counties from
throughout Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee.
Eben C. Henson
As founder and producer of
Danville, Ky.
the st ate 's oldest statutory

Tropical island par a dise:
beautiful, exotic flowers; deep,
intoxicating smells; tantalizing
waters, and delightful nat ive
dishes.
How else does one
describe the Bahamas?
Hell. Plain and simple, hell.
At least that's how two Murray
State University students who
spent spring br eak there choose
to describe it.
. ....._ ....
After a 16 hour drive to Miami
and almost missing our boat,
Ann, Connie, Glenda, Phylis
and I were finally on our cruise
ship and heading for the
Bahamas.
After watching land slowly
disappear over the horizon, I
realized that my fr iends wer e
sea·sick-lying on the floor and
clutching their "barf bags."
What a way to start off a trip.
Ready to kiss the ground, we
set foot in the Bahamas and we
were determined that our problems would end here. Wrong!
The second night, Ann , Connie and I were awakened at 3
a.m by the pounding on our
hotel door. Peeking out. we saw
our two friends screaming,
"We've been robbed!"
Glenda and Phylis told us
how they had been robbed by an
armed man and how Glenda
threw her purse and ran away,
while Phylis thought the whole
thing was a Sprin g Break
prank. After seeing the gun,
8he knew it was t he real t h ing.
At. one point, Glenda grabbed
a pillow and began beating
Phylis on the head and screaming at the top of her lungs,
''When someone is holdin g a
gun on you, don't say no, just
run!"
Everything worked out fine,
though. With the help of the
Grand Bahama Police Department, they got t heir purses
back, for the exception of their
driver's licenses, $10 in cash
and some traveler's checks.
I don't think either of them
wi ll be returning to the
Bahamas any time soon. I, on
the other hand, plan to return
as soon as possible.
So, if you haven't seen them
already 1 When you see two girls
walking around the Murray
State campus wearing shirts
that say, "We survived Hell
Week in the Bahamas," please
be sympathetic, they've beep
through a tramatic experience.
SHERRY DICKINSON is a
junior journalism and English
major from Nortonville, Ky. and
a student in JRT 397, Advanced Reporting.

CAMPUS VIEWS

·should campus crime records be open to the public?

Dr. ADD L. I•ndlni
AttNer
The staff of The Murray State New• includes Leigh Landini, Jamet
Lockwood, Amy Lear, Krl.atie Hebu, Angie Middleton and BUl Balta,
usi&tant editora; Bob Wnkenon, graphics editor; Karl Flood, cartoonilt;
Jon Futrell, chief reviewer ; Larl8aa Wardelner, advertising production
manager; Keyla Martin, clan ified manager; Cyru Alull , systems
manager; Rebecca Cogan, Kevin Leverenz, Trent Redmond and
Thomu B. Wheeler, photographers; Mark AdaiU and Cbrla Thompeon,
artists; Pt~trlcla Caah, Brad Crafton, Stacey Crook, Tiffany Devine,
Alyua Harvey, Amy Helm. Jennifer Joludon, Shawn Lockman,
Theresa Mayt, Becky Naughton, .renna Newton, Lori Shain, and Jolm
Wrtgbt,staft'writers; Krllti Rugglee, special sections editor; Mark Batee.
IJaa FarrU, Mitch Fain and Sharon McCullagh. advertising account
repreaentatiavea; Lance Balmer, Cheryl Gentry, Lea Ann Manafleld.
Kelly Owen, and Mike Robtnaon, advertising design and production;
Anpla Bird, bu.ainess manager; Tonnya Kennedy, copy editor and
graduate asai&tant; Orville Herndon, computer technician.
The M"rray S tate New• ia prepared and edited by journalism atudent.a under the ad·
vi8enhip ot Dr. Ann L. Landini, . .latant profeuor in the department of journal Win
and raclioltelevi.aloll. OpinioN exp~ IIR thoee ot the ecliton and other aigned
wrlten . These opiniolll do not necetallr ily repreaent the view of journalism faculty or
the Univanity. Thi& ill an oflicial publication of MurTa,y State Unlveralty.
The M"rntY S tate N tw• welcomes let tera to the editor. Tbe deadline for IUbmittJn& ill
4 p.m. on t he Monday prior to Friday'e paper. Letten are publillhedu apace allowa, and
the Na~~t reMrYel the rl(ht to edit latten to conform with lty)e and ~peeial c:onaidera·
tiona. Alllatten ahould be typed and double·epaced and lhould not run I'IIOft than 300
words. All let ten mUJt be aianed and include the wnter'a eddreea, c:lasaificat ion or title
anc1 phone number for verification. Letters aigned by more then one penon may be
printed at t he 1taff'a dl.acntion . All let ten prmted will be on file at the Ntw• ofrace for
public intpeetion
TM llumty State Newt ill published weekly during fall and spring eameeten except
during holiday end examinat.lon periods.

Patrick White
Senior

Julia Floyd

Julie Abernathy

Freahnwtn

Sophomore

I think that the crime records
Rapes and t hings like that, I
Yes, I think it should be open
to the public. But as far as the think that they should be told should be open to the campus,
image of the school, it would be to others, not who the in- because we are here at Murray
dividual was, but if one did hap- State and we should be aware of
bad.
pen,
then the campus would be what is going on.
A person who commits a
mor
e
cautious and aware of
It's our lives and we need to
crime should be punished, but if
what
is
going on . There should see what's going on around us
he or she doesn't get punished,
then they think they can go and be no mention of names, but and t o know what precautions
just to let the students know.
we should take.
do it again.

Shan Nosbusch

Everybody has a right to
know. Although it m ight .hurt
the attendence here at Murray
State, we still ought to know.
Parents still worry about t heir
children, believe it or not. Plus,
I think, the officials worry more
about attendence because they
want all that money coming
through here.
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-The job hunt: How does it begin?
by

f

ANGIE MIDDLETON

-Where to start
"the job search

Top ten 111ajors at Murray State
No.
Avg. Na tional
Enroll lalad•• lala rlaa*

' It is that time of year when most seniors are anxiously an• ticipating that long awaited graduation - and beginning their
' job search.
Where exactly should one begin this quest? The best place to
start is at the beginning - on campus.
' Lori Webb, interim director of cooperative education and placet ment, said students should start thinking about what career they
' want to pursue sometime during their sophomore year and
register with Placement Services in Ordway H~ll .
"This way they can probably have a co-op job by their junior
year," she said. "The 'normal' student who will be a senior for
1
two semesters might miss out on some internship opportunities
though, if they don't do this."
: For those who know what area they are interested in but have
not yet made a career choice, the Counseling and Testing Center
. in Ordway Hall has a program called Discovery. Use of the pro• gram is free of charge and students should sign up in the Counsel• ing and Testing Center to use it.
1
"Discovery lets you look up particular jobs and will give things
like job requirements, salaries, projected trends and things like
· that," she said. "For intance, a math major can find out information about an actuary or a business administration major can look
· into hotel management."
•
Placement Services has a library of imormation to aid students
in everything from preparing a resume to finding an apartment
· in a certain area
' "We have Chamber of Commerce Guides and people can come
· in and research, so if they want to live in Nashville for instance,
these books might help them find a place to live;" she said.
· Registration with placement should be done at the beginning of
one's senior year. The process takes about 30 minutes and entails
•filling out a biographical sketch similar to a resume, distributing
· recommendation forms to be filled out by three of the student's in• structors and a rough draft of a resume. Also included in the
packet is information about Placement Services and what it has
· to offer. Students can include in their placement file copies of
evaluations and recommendation forms from co-op employers and
• student teaching evaluation forms if applicable .
Webb also said registering with placement will enable one to
ltake part in on-campus interviews and career days.
! Though a placement file is not mandatory, but stongly advised,
a graduation packet is required in order to graduate. The
· deadline for May graduates was Nov. 1, 1990, while August
graduates should have had packets turned it'l by March 20.
Assistant registrar Olivia Marshall said it takes approximately
two weeks from the time students order their graduation packet
to the time they should pick it up and advises students to also
allow time to get their advisor's signature. A $20 fee must be paid
· when the packet is picked up.
' Packets include an information and instruction sheet along
· with a copy of the student's transcript and three blank forms. Information from the transcript should be transferred to these
forms.
"Every fall we send a letter to all seniors, meaning all students
with 90 hours or more and inform them that it's time to make
their request for degree, "Marshall said. "All they do is detach
the form at the bottom and send it in."
Marshall said this is the only time the Registrar's Office sends
this kind of letter and warns students to take care of it as soon as
they receive it.
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Methods of the interview procedure:
do's, don'ts and how-to's in inquiry
So the worst part about
looking for a job is over once
the resumes go out -or is it?
Whether an interview is the
worst or best part of a job
search is up to the individual, but it is defmitely
one of the most important
aspects. It is an opportunity
to sell yourself to a prospective employer.
"Each interview will be
, different, and a good strong
resume is good, but the in·
terview is crucial," said Lori
Webb, interim director of
cooperative education and
placement.
Below are some helpful
hints...
• Take extra copies of your
resume, a list of references
and paper and pen for taking
notes. These items should be
carried in a portfolio or briefcase for a more professional
look.
•Write down the location
and time of your interview
and who will be the interviewer and place it
someplace visible like the
bathroom mirror. Arrive 10
to 15 minutes early.
•Shake hands finnly with
the interviewer and look
him or her in the eye. This

shows confidence.
• Sit only when the interviewer asks you to or when
he or she does. Sit comfortably; women may cross
their legs if they feel comfortable doing so but do not
look too "laid back." Lean
forward slightly and feel
free to use your hands when
talking but only a little.
• The interview itself has
four parts: 1. Introduction,
small talk. This is the first
impression of your appearance and personality in
general. 2. Background, the
what, why, where and when.
Here the interviewer is trying · to determine your
qualifications for the position. Some questions may
come from your resume and
others might be about your
ambitions.
3. Discussion, building the
bridge between you and the
employer. The interviewer
tries to rna tch your
qualifications with the
needs of the company. Know
the responsibilities of job
openings and tell how your
qualifications fit that need.
4. Close, the fmal questions
and instructions. Any final
questions you might have

Whet t o wear to an Interview ==;:::::;;:::;::::·

M en

W o m en
.r-

• Navy or

l~

dark suit

• Na~ or dark suit

• White shirt

• Light colored blouse

• Conservative tie
(not flashy)

• Single strand of
pearls or gold
necklace If desir&d. • •
• Low heels, no flats
or high tleels.

Source: PLACEMENT SERVICES
will be answered. Get a
business card, correct mailing addres and correct spell·
ing of the interviewers
name. DO NOT ask questions regarding salary. If the
interviewer wants to discuss
this, he or she will. Do have
questions prepared - it
shows interest.
•Shake the interviewer's
hand firmly when you leave.
• Send a thank you letter
immediately and- reiterate

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
some of the points brought
up in the interview. Again,
stress your interest in the
company and the position.
Two points Webb stressed
were the importance of mock
interviews and doing
research on the company
before interviewing.
"Students might think
they'll feel silly, but the only
way you get good at
anything is by practicing,
and interviewing is no dif~
ferent," she said.

•' ·
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Enroll Salaries Salwlea*
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Webb advises about aiming
ahead, getting the position
For some seniors, the ever
dreaded job search is over and
their employer ia waiting on
them to walk the line in May,
but for some, it means going to
more interviews and sending
even more resumes.
So with seven weeks to
graduation, should seniors be
panic stricken if they do not
have a job waiting on them at
the end of the graduation aisle?
Lori Webb, interim director of
cooperative education and
placement, says no.
"If you've not sent your
resume, don't panic but don't
waste time," she said, "But if
you don't have a job yet, don't
have a heart attack either."
Webb said the standard time
to start looking for a permanent
full time position is the beginning of one's senior year.
"With most positions, if you
start out then you'll be O.K. but
it varies," she said, "Some companies may say 'call us in the
spring' if you call in the fall or
'we've no positions right now' if
you call in the spring, so you'll
be safe if you start looking in
the fall, that way you can
always follow up."
Placement Services offers the
following guidelines in the job
search:
•Prepare a reaume. Reaume

guide books are available in the
bookstore for $3 and free
counseling is available in the
Placement Office. Call
762-3735 to make an appoint·
ment with Bill Furgerson.
.aesearch and decide companies you are interested in
and what geographical area
you prefer. For those who wish
to target a specific company or
geographic area, the search is a
little easier. But for those with
no preference, Placement has
College Placement Council An·
nuals (CPC Annuals) and Peterson's Guides which are condensed annual reports that
have information about different companies, indexes by
geographic locations and lists of
coop programs for foreign
students, Webb said. CPC Annuals also have information
geared to certain professional
areas and step by step
guidelines for writing resumes,
cover letters and making job
contacts.
• Send a resume and cover letter to the companies you are interested in. Furgerson also
counsels about cover letters.
Sample letters are in the
resume guide book.
• Prepare for your interviews.
Tapes, articles and sample
queetiona are available at

Action verbs tor
Ind ependent
statements on
r e sumes

Placement. On-campus interview schedules come out every
two weeks but you must have
established a Placement file
and signed up for the interviews on a first-come first-serve
basis. Practice interviewing
with a friend.
• Send thank you letters promptly after the interviews. Examples are in the guide book.
• Accept or reject job offers
made. Examples of these letters
are in the guidebook. When
comparing salaries, be sure to
consider cost - of-living
differences.
• Keep the Placement Office
abreast of your employment
standing.
Once employment is found,
Webb said it is important to
notify companies which have
generated interest in hiring
you because, "two or three
years down the road you might
· want to work for these people."
"If you don't hear from them,
then it's still nice to send a letter but it's not as important as
those who have been in touch,"
she said.
Whether you are a sophomore
or a senior, "lt's never too early," as Webb put it to start lookin8' for a job.

..

Accelerated
Accomp lished
Acquired
Administered
Analyzed
Completed
Comp osed
Conducted
Coordinatied
Designed
Developed
Engineered
Estab lished
Formulated
Generated
Guided
Impl emented
Inspected
Maintained
Modified
Monitored
O p erated
Organized
Planned
Prod uced
Reported
Researched
Reviewed
Selected
Served
Surveyed
Taught
Trained
Used
Won
Worked
Wro te
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Murray honors Stubblefield

NEWSBRIEFS
Deadline nearing for financial aid

By LEIGH LANDINI

The deadline for applying for financial aid for the 1991-92
academic year at Murray State University is Aprill.
Johnny McDougal, director of student financial aid, said
students who file by the April 1 deadline have an advantage
because of the number of requests for available funds.
Students who have received fmancial aid in the past will
also need to file again this year, he said.
Financial aid programs at MSU include grants, loans and
student employment.
Kentucky Financial Aid Form (KFAF) must also be filed by
in-state and out-of-state students requesting aid for 1991-92.
Both the KFAF and Murray State fmancial aid packets are
available in the Student Financial Aid office in the basement
of Sp3!ks Hall.

Assistant News Editor

With the approaching lOOth
anniversary of the founding of
the wireless telephone by Murray inventor Nathan B. Stubblefield, plans for the celebration are already underway.
Keith Stubblefield, Nathan
B. Stubblefield's grandson, announced his plans for the
celebration at a March 9 news
conference in Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
A country-western variety
show is planned for July 5 to
kick-off the celebration, Keith
Stubblefield said.
The celebration will begin in
early spring next year, he said.
In addition to the celebration,
a working replica of Nathan B.
Stubblefield's wireless
telephone will be constructed
by Robert Lochte, assistant professor of journalism/radio-

Adult students initiated
Alpha Sigma Lambda, an honor society for adult students,
will initiate new members March 29.
Lee Kern, president of Alpha Sigma Lambda, said 18
students are eligible for initiation.
The honor society received its charter last year with eight
members. They are working to become more visible on camJ)us, Kern said.
• ~lpha Sigma Lambda co-sponsors speakers who visit campus. They provided an adult reception area and information
during late registratio!_!. .
__
__
"Alpha Sigma Lambda gives adult students a chance to
know they are special," she said.
' Qualifications for membership include: an undergraduate
with sophomore standing, a 3.2 cumulativive grade point
, average and members must be over 23 years old

"There is still some disagreement over who founded the
radio because the systems were
not exactly the same. It's kind
of like quibbling over terms.
It's semantics," said Ray
Mofield, professor of journalism
and radio/tv and a local
historian.
Patents of Nathan B. Stubblefield's inventions were found
by James L. Johnson, founder
of W:NBS radio station.
"When I pulled out the
patents, that stopped the
arguments. I think we have all
the proof we need," Johnson
said.
Donations for the project have
been made by the College of
Fine Arts and Communication
and Alpha Epsilon Rho national broadcasting society.
AERho's donation will be used to buy part.c; and pay incidental expenses for the project.

SGA discusses proposals,
events
.
. .

Although all Student Government
Association senators seemed to agree there
was a need for change in the selection of
student representatives on Academic
Council, they failed to reach any conclusion about what that change should be.

Scholarship deadline
Six scholarships are available for students originally from
the Kentucky counties of Boone, Campbell, Carroll, Gallatin,
Grant, Kenton, Owen, Pendleton and Scott whose families
are members of the Owen Electric Cooperative.
The scholarships will be a minimum of $2,000 per recipient. They may be used at any accredited college or university in any course of study. Scholarships are awarded for one
school year and are paid directly to the university or college.
Applicants must possess a minimum of a 3.0 grade point
average and maintain that average.
All recipients of Owen Electric Cooperative scholarships
must serve an orientation week with the cooperative in the
summer prior to the use of the grant. Recipients will be paid
and will be assigned to work in any or all areas of the
cooperative's operations during the orientation week.
Interested students must complete an application form that
can be obtained from the Office of School Relations and must
also complete a 500-word typewritten essay on the subject,
"What I could change in my community to improve the quality of life, and how."

television, and Larry Albert, hopes that a building can be
chief engineer of TV-11. The renamed in memory of his
replica will be completed later grandfather. He said he also
hopes to buy the property
this year.
The replica will be displayed where his grandfather is buried
in the United States and will be in Calloway County.
.
permanently displayed in
Although there is disagreeWrather Musuem.
ment over who actually inOther plans include collecting vented the radio, Keith Stub·
radio memorabilia and inven- blefield and local historians
tions from around the world to waut to make Nathan B. Stubadd to the Nathan B. Stub- blefield a household name.
Nathan B. Stubblefield sent
blefield collection in the
Wrather West Kentucky the first wireless telegraph
broadcast on land in 1892. He
Museum.
"What we would really like to also sent the first ship to shore
do is gather the things that wireless broadcast transmishelped to evolute radio as it is sion in Washington, D.C. in
today," Keith Stub)?lefield said. 1902.
Guiglielmo Marconi, an
Local historians who helped
to spread the Nathan B. Stub- Italian inventor, has received
blefield story are also hoping to credit for the invention of the
lobby Murray State to name a radio. He sent the first wireless
campus building in memory of (morse code, dot-dash)
telegraph broadcast transmishim.
.
Keith Stubblefield said he sion in 1896.

r-

Richard Lackie, the student chairman on
the council, and SGA President Eddie
Allen proposed several possible changes to
senators during the regular weekly
meeting Wednesday.
Currently there are six student representatives on the council who are chosen from
each college within the University.
Those chosen are selected by the Student
Government Asaociation through an application and interview process.
Lackie recommended more student
representatives be allowed on Academic
Council.
"As it is now, the students don't really
have a voice because we're outnumbered at

:~~~three-to-one by faculty members... he

~ Elections

scheduIed

Allen suggested that instead of an application process, the student representative who receives the most votes from his . "
·
·
coll~ge during. SGA el~tions be th~t col- ~ almost that time of year' again,
lege s Academ1c Councll representative.
. time to elect new officers for the Stu"We really do need to work out a system
dent Government Association.
that will work because as we have seen, the
hly full-time Murray State Univer·
current system does not," Allen said.
&ity student with at least a 2.0 grade
He took suggestions from other senators,
point aver~ may run ftl!' an offi~.
with some suggesting council represenThe. offices mclude pre81dent, VIce
tatives be elected separately on the annual
P~tdent, secretary, treasu.ret; t"!o
election ballots.
aenators from each college and sa
senators t.tt-~rge.
In other business, SGA is working with
The senate sponsors awards and
the University Center Board to hold a stuecholarshipe. It appoints the paid
dent government "open house" Wednesday
chairman positions of the University ·
from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. in the student acCenter Board such as University ar~
tivities office.
'fairs, publications and literature and
Anyone interested in student govern- ··,'election/ways and meant.
ment and UCB is encouraged to attend.
Applications are due in the SGA of.
While there, students can pick up applica-' fice by noon April 3.
tiona for the April 15 SGA elections.
'a.;:.__ _ _...,.•·..___;;_..._..,.__...;:;...;;,___ _ .
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Preferred Customer Deal

Save Up to $1 0
on Packages!

e

I

Olympic Plua

'1153-7063

WITH THIS COUPON

LADIES 14K YELLOW GOLD
DOME FILIGREE RING

BIG KAHUNA is
open til midnight
Monday • T hursday

ONLY

753-3333

Monday 7:30 p .m.

--29

Boy Scout Mertt Badge
Mississippi Room
Handicap Awareness Ceremony

Teacher Career Day

Excellent Placement
Opportunities!

$3 9 .

isABILITY AWARENESS WEEK

March 25
Thesday
March 26, 1991
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Curris Center
Ballroom

Tuesday 7:30p.m

Wednesday

•

~llilil·----------- ---------~

Dixieland Shopping Center

"HEAR YE, HEAR YE!"

.
1

!.________________________________
StJDJJDers Optical i

Come in for details

Teacher Career Day

!

Jrapllw Mll'eh 28. 1991

1

Preferred times 9 a.m. • noon only

to !Murray State
f[lniversity

~

All Ray-Bans ;
~
20%ou
•I
•
plus $5 off with
MiliCH~
this--·coupon
I'
n._...,....,
I

1

2 p.m.

Wednesday 7:30p.m.

Movle''See No Evil, Hear No Evil"
Barldey Room

disAbled Students/SGA/
Boord ofRegents Forum
M1sstsc;ippi Room

Crash Course

~m
Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Wheelchair Basketball
Carr Health Building

Sponsored by Alpha P hi. O~nega

- Murray State News
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Frat plans week of events
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant News Editor

With the aim of educating the
campus community on problems of the disabled, the
members of Murray State
University's Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity are spons<>ring the second annual disAb~l_ity We~k_ March 25-29.
"Basically we're doing thisweek to get students as well as
the whole campus aware of the
disab 1ed,'' said Debbie
Morgette , public relations
chairperson.
- Throughout the week,
students, faculty and staff will

have the opportunity to experience some of the problems
the disabled face every day. The
organization will provide in. terested £!r_sons with l!
wheelchair, crutches or blindfold for a day.
Last year, the organization
received a good response to the
program, said Michael
Hopkins, chapter president. He
said he expects the same type of
_re~nse th_i_s y
_ear.
.
He said participants last year
had said the Curris Center
ramp was hard to maneuver in
a '!heelchair.
•
Hopkins said President

Ronald J. Kurth has proclaimed Thursday as · Disabiiity.
Awareness Day on the Murray
State campus.
The fraternity will sponsor a
student forum at 7 p.m.,
Wednesday in the Mississippi
Room. The forum will allow
disabled students to voice their
opinions, Hopkins said. The
Board of Regents and The Student Government Association
will have representatives at the
forum.
.
"It's a gooB idea because it
gets the disabled voices heard.
So many times, we tend to
overlook them," Morgette said.

March 18

11:24 p.m. - Public safety received a call from the Murray/Calloway Hospital emergency room concerning a student
who had taken an overdose of medication.

"We'd rather them (the
disabled students) tell SGA or
the Board of Regents," Hopkins
said.
Another event is a wheelchair
basketball game Thursday in
Car.r Health....
The fee for the game is $10.
Hopkins said the wheelchair
basketball game seemed to incorporate a sport people could
relate to and raise awareness of
the disabled at the same time.
Other events include an
awareness in Scouting on Monday and a Movie Madness night
on Tuesday.

Cultural differences program offered
view of people from different
ethnic backgrounds.
Reporter
The videotape presentation is
A program designed to help
by a panel discussion,
followed
students and faculty unders, tand and learn more about which includes international
cultural differences is being of- students. Members of the aufered at Murray State dience may also participate.
University.
The program will help
The program, titled "Facing students explore their feelings
Difference: Living Together on and attitudes toward racism;
Campus," includes a 15-minute cope with and combat prejudice
videotape presentation. The and discrimination; and
presentation allows the au- challange them to take an acdiences to listen to the points of tive role in the solution.
By ISIS CHAVERRI

I

Kimberly Barrett, a
counselor at the Counseling
and Testing Center , and Renee
Rowland, minority programming specialist are in charge of
the program.
Barrett conducted a survey on
the perceptions faculty and
staff members have of people
from other countries, especially
international students attending MSU.
"There is a tolerance problem
when dealing with people from

a different culture," Barrett
said.
University instructors who
are interested in teaching their
students about cultural differences can request that the
program be presented to their
classes, she said.
The program addresses
cultural differences that may
exist in business, education,
and communication between
the United States and other
countries.

March 10

8:00 a.m. - An officer reported a possible theft of
automotive parts on two vehicles parked in the west-side
parking lot of the General Services 'Building.
March 9

12:27 p.m. - A dispatcher <>btained information on a vehicle stolen from the Shoney's parking lot earlier that morning.
9:15 a.m. - A person posing as a student's father called the
public safety department and reported his inability to contact
the student through a campus phone number. The public
safety department gave the "father" the student's local address and phone number. Whim the "father" called back explaining that the phone number was incorrect, he said he was
not the student's father, but was a friend ofthe student.
March 8

1:56 a.m. - Someone reported residents of He~ter Hall being harrassed by a male phone caller.
·
12:38 p.m. -Someone reported damage to a vehicle parked
behind Woods Hall.
2:11 p.m. -Two students reported their jackets were stolen
from a room in Clark Hall while they were thero visiting the
night before. One suede jacket was valued at $150 and_~e.
other leather and suede jacket was valued at $300.
3:45 p.m. - A resident of Clark Hall reported his classsignet ring was stolen from his room between 9 p.m. and 9:20
p.m. on March 3. The ring was valued at $500.
8:46p.m. -Someone reported the glass broken on a firstfloor door at the north-side entrance of the Curris Center.
11:48 p.m. -A Hart Hall resident was arrested on charges
of theft by unlawful taking under $100 and second degree
forgery.
Information for Police beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer Johnson, staff writer, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.
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RIMlit. Poet Donald Revell.

UnMtslly of Denver, wMI
nlld puug~~ of 'from the
Ahlncloned Cl:lel' at 7:30
p.m. In the Clan M. Elgie
Art Glllety of tfle Doyte Ane
Alta Center. Admllllon Ia
free.

I
t

......._ Sponaored by MSU

Rodeo Club at 7:30 p.m.

til rough Sllurdly.
Admlalon II S6 for ldub,
$4 for ....... and $31or
ctalldrtn ~12.
•

Saturday March 23
,.._., Mia MSU PIQIInt
aponsored by SGA at 7:30

p.m. In LowtlAud•ortum.
Admllslon II $3 for adults, $2
for MSU atudentllfld fret for
Chlldn111 under 12.

Sunday March 24

Monday March 25

.-.ny R.,..., Scott Er1cklon,

lrytlll. Val'lfty dleerleadlr
tryouts will be held Mlldl25
tllru Aprt 2 from 3-5 p.m. In
the IOdtl gym of carr Hldll.

woodwinds, John Schlabach,
trumpet and Dr. Richard
Scott. plano at 2 p.m. In tfle
flmll Rdal Hal. Admlulon
Ia fret.

........... The Soutllem Stalls
Coopnttw, Inc. of
Rldlmond, Va., wlllnfiMiw
110rtcu11n or 11u11n11t
will agrlcullure bldlground
for ..... miJIIgltnlfll

Rllleo. Ahigh IChool rodeo
lpOfiiOI'8d by tfle MSU Rodeo
Club al 2 p.m. In the Wtlt
Kentucky lMitock Show and
Exposition eenw.Mmllllon
llldub $4, atudentl $3 and

Tuesday March 26

Wednesday March 27

LMIIII'I. Dr. DIYid Gallahue,
I'IMI!t:her ln motor
dMiopmtnt at Indiana

~. wii SPIIk on

'CIIIdreni Self-ESteem' al7
p.m. In the Mason Hall
auditorium. Admlaalon II fra

....._'Pump up the Volume' at
3:30, 7 and i:30 p.m. In the
CwTtl Center thellre.
Admlalon II $1 for the
mlllnee, $1.50 tor studentl
wllh 1.0. and $2.50 for ot11en
al the Mnlng show.

"'*"

Thursday March 28
Ctnlert. Jane Powel, blues
singer, at 7:30 p.m.ln Cums
Center Stables. AdmJulon Is

,..,

Mille.Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breekdown,•7:30
p.m. In the Currls Center
tt.tre. Flm Ia shown as part
oftfle Cinema International.
Adrnlnlon II fret.

podlons.

~ ~12, $2.

.I

I

Calendar information
The calendar lists Mnts of

general Interest to tile UnMif·
slly communly. To place yow
ldlvlly on the calendar, stop by
Thf Mumy Stltf NfwB ofnce
(111 Wilson Hal) and complete
• calendar fonn. Dildine for
calendar submllllona II noon
Monday prior to tile Friday Ia·

sue.

"" ltlutny Stm Nlwl lllls
Ml1ll II spiCI llows. Thl
,_, Ia not responalble for the

events or lnfonnatlon lilted In
tills calendar.

(502)782-4-488

,,

Seniors
'r;-t/.ilats-./lliu .n.t ..
GEM.IIPf£
PURE

I""

GROUND

CHUCK

Graduation announcements
are now available in the

POUND

39

~LEITtJCE

: 79~

I

University Bookstore
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The Brothers of

Alpha Tau Omega
congratulate their new officers:
President: Tom Davis
Vice President: David Arterburn
Chaplain: Trent Bates
Treasurer: Matt Stilwell
Historian: John Overton
Sergeant at Arms: Greg Jones
Sentinel: Corey Roberts
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News staff gets 'taste' of army life
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MREs Taete Teat

Rhonnda
Kerr

Melanie
Bucklin

Sen1or
Editor

Editor In Chief

As part of our duty to keep
the students, faculty and staff
of Murray State informed of a
wide variety of topics, The Murray State News editorial board
subjected itself to taste testing
military MREs (meals ready to
eat), often referred to as meals
rejected by Ethiopians.
The three MREs we 'sampled'
were the very meals our troops
serving in the Persian Gulf ate
every day for almost seven
months.
We tried our hardest to express t he messages our taste
buds were sending to our brains
when we t asted this rather
tasteless food. I think you '11 get
the basic idea, and I think
you'll understand why our
respect and admiration for
those who served has increased
even more.

After tasting the MREs, it
became evident that Uncle Sam
needs to take a few cooking
lessons from Betty Crocker.
Somehow Uncle Sa.m 's just
leaves something to be desired.
I realize that he tries to com· Jennifer
pensate for the ooshie, gooshie Jenkins
chicken a la king with M & Ms,
and the chunky turkey and Campus ute
gravy with orange nut cake, Editor
but is it worth eating
everything in order to get to
dessert. I think that is where I
After sampling the MRE
would start, and give it up.
packages, I can imagine a
bunch of marines s itting
I only hope that those in the around the desert saying things
service have acquired all the like, "Hey, buddy! I'll trade you
necessary magical skills needed my meatballs and my orangeto transform those ... thos e nut cake for your chocolate
things into delicacies. Ladies bar."
and gentlemen, for surviving
And, I also can imagi.n e the
o~n those day after day, I salute base bully badgering some
you. Bon appetite.
· timid Gls into giving up there

-.

.J

Chicken a

Turkey dloecl

Meatball•
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Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
M & Ms with bribes such as, "I
won't tell about that incident
last night if you give me your
candy for a week."
Yes, the meats were that bad,
and the desserts - surprisingly
- were quite yummy.
It was the main course in
each menu that gave me the
heebie jeebies. The meats
reminded me of something I try
to feed my ~t, but he rejects.
We should all be proud of the
men and women who served in'
the Gulf War for their valor and
a job well-done. But after
tasting flourescent -orange
meatballs, I have earned even
more respect for them.

Mike
Paduano

Ertc
Walker

Sports

Viewpoint

Editor

Editor

I have a new found appreciation for Winslow Cafeteria after
~asting the MREs.
_
I cannot imagine having to
eat these things. They could only make a bad situation worse.
No wonder the military gave
this stuff an abbreviation,
nobody would ever think of calling it food.
The meat balls were a mass of
the unknown and the turkey
looked and s melled like
reconstituted "Mighty Dog."
However, there were some
good things in each pack. I
especially liked the hot cocoa
and coffee, but I don't think the
enemy will stop shooting to let
you boil water.
At least this junk comes in
plastic bags so you don't have to
prepare it for the garbage.

When the war began, we all
had an idea about the types of
grueling conditions that our
troops had t o endure in the
desert of Saudi Arabia. Things
like the hot, dry weather; being
miles away from home; and the
delightful smell of camels.
Gues s what . Th e r e's
something else those brave
young men and women had to
face ... army food!
As I looked around the room, I
not iced everyone staring into
the little foil bags, sniffing and
poking a suppose to see if it
would move).
I now know that the purpose
of these meals are not to
titillate the taste~uds, but to
keep something m the soldier's
stomaches. Believe you me,
fast-food restaurants are looking better all the ti me.

Upcoming .Even-ts
1991
Miss MSU
Pageant

"ASSURED, AUDACIOUS
AND SURPRISINGlY ExHII.ARATtNG.
All ........ lllx olnd . . .... ......, .... Olristlln Slater prcMS
c~w~............ suy.·-"-"-· -

. "'I'UNP UP THf VOLUNf' IS

CAUSE FoR CS.OUnoNI
One rarely sees a mo¥ie for and about

teenaten that

has.,
...

due...

- ~...,

Marcfi 23
7:30p.m.
Lovett flludit
Ticket prices:
Adults - $3
MSU students with 10 - $2
Children under 12 - $1

BLUES CONCERT

Jane-POwell
Jone Powell

1990 Campus Entertainer
of the· Year

Thursday, March 28
The Stables
MSU Curris Center
I

Wednesday, March 27
Cwris Center Theater
3:30p.m.
-all tickets $1
7 p.m. &: 9:30 p.m. - tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID
All times subject to chAng~

FUm ilmea:

.,g::J.

Get to know
the
SGA Senators
and the
University
Center Board
at the
SGA / UCB OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, March 27
Student ~Govemment Office
2 p.m. - 5 p.m - Talking and eating with the senators
Chairpersons.
5 p .m. - Join SGA in their meeting.

* Don't forget to apply for SGA and UCB Positions.
-Free admission·sG A Elections

all positions available

• Applications for all senator positions • There will be a mandatory meeting
for all candidates April 3 at 4 p.m.
can now be picked up in the Student
in the Barkley Room.
Government office. The application
deadline is April 3 at noon.

Positions available:
·Two senators from each college
-Six senators-at-large
-President
·Vice-President
-Secretary
-Treasurer

March 22, 1991
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PUS UFE
MSU students·catch plastic feyer
Plastic lends
credit, trouble
with finances

Credit cards teach
expensive lessons
million

By KRISTIE HELMS

By KRISTIE HELMS

Assistant Campus Ute Edttor

The advertisements a re
everywhere on college campuses, and t heir sales' pitches
are designed to catch a student's attention who is on a flxed budget. Slogans shout in
bold, capital letters, " No fee,
$1,000 cr edit line," " Get
started here, all students eligible," and "All students apply
today!"
These advertisements may
make some believe having a
credit card is essential to their
college career, and if used properly they can offer students
many benefits, said Thomas
Rushing, vice president of the
Bank of Mun·ay.
' 'However , abused credit
cards are probably one of the
worst things that you can
have,'' he said.
One of the best ways to stay
out of financial trouble when
using a credit card is to pay the
bill monthly, he said.
"If you do this, you save having to pay interest fees and
build up an Rl credit rating,
which is the very best rating
t hat you can have,'' he said.
Credit card users should also
avoid charging more than they
know they can pay back,
Rushing said.
"Anytime you go to an ex-.
treme with t hese things, that's
a bad rule t o follow,'' he said.
"Because it'g so easy to use a
credit card, you should watch
out for extravagant spending
e s pecia lly when buying
clothing,'' he said. " It's also

Assistant Campus Life Editor

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON AND KRISTIE HELMS
·awfully easy to use these when
eating."
H person should find he is
unable to pay his bill, there are
ways to get back a good credit
history, Rusfrlng said.
"A lot of people think that the
only way out is to declare
bankruptcy, but doing this,
from a lender's point of view, is
not a good thing to do," he said.
" H you were- to get into
situation where you had bad
credit, the only way that you
would get back into good standing with a bank is if you do a
reaffirmation," Rushing said.
A reaffirmation involves pay
back of all loans or showing
that you are in the process, of
paying your debts, he said.
"Also, if your fortunes are going better for you, open a checking account or a savings ac--

a

a

count and start maintaining
good average balances because
that's an indication that you're
trying to do better," he said.
According to the article,
"Card Sharp," by Alexandra
Armstrong in the August 1988
issue of Ms. magazine, there
are definite steps to follow that
will help you get back on your
feet.
First, make a list of the total
amounts owed, and who they
are owed to. Then put down the
minimum payments and interest rates. "Many people have
no idea of the total amount of
t heir debt, or the interest rates
they are paying," Armstrong
said.
Then, list the payments by
month that you must make,
such as food and rent. Subtraet
this total from your monthly

take-home pay.
" .What ' s 1eft i s your
disposable income," the article
said. ".For example, if you take
home $1,500 per month and
your ' must' expenses are
$1,000, your disposable income
is $500.
If you owe $5,000 to your
creditors, budget $100 for fun
things. This leaves you with
$400 to apply to reducing your
debt each month."
Armstrong sa~d by paying a
fixed percentage of each bill
monthly while making sure to
meet the minimum payments,
bills can be substantially
reduced.
"Although emergencies may
P.revent you from paying the
full amount each month, as
long as you have a plan to
t>llow, you will succeed," according to the article.

Charging items on a credit
card may seem like buying ,.,
things without spending actual
money to some people. The easy
availability of funds may even
cauge some to have what seems
to be an addiction.
At one point, not too long ago,
Deana Olson, a senior English
major from Paducah, had more
than 10 credit cards and was in
debt close to $2,000.
"I got one, to begin with, for
identification purposes," she
said. "They just sent it to me,
and I thought it would help
with cashing checks and things
like that."
Once she had her fll'St credit
card, it was easy to get others,
Olson said.
"Mter I got my Mastercard,
other credit card companies
like department stores started
sending them to me, and I
decided just to keep them," she
said. "I've got credit cards from
here to Maine." .
Once she started using them,
the bills quickly piled up, Olson
s~d.

~

"1 bought clothes, jewelry,
tapes, more clothes, books and
you just name it," she said.
"When you're buying clothes, it
doesn't seem like you're spending as much money as when
you buy a stereo, even if it does
cost more because it seems like
you're getting more."
"I just kept running up these
bills thinking I could pay for
them, ADd I didn't realize until
they were all 'maxed ou~' that I
actually had to pay them - that

was pretty traumatic."
Paying' off the credit cards is
taking longer than than it did
to run up the bills, Olson said.
"i 'm finally out of the hole,
but it took me about eight to 10 •
months,'' she said. "My parents
helped out a little bit. But I felt
that since I created the debt, I
should be the one to pay for it."
Although she had problems
with credit cards, ,Olson sai<t, . . .
she plans to continue using
them.
"I was really proud of myself
because I gave my mother all of
my department store credit
cards, but I kept my Mastercard," she said. "That, was kind ~
of a mistake because I got it
paid down and then I started
using it for Christmas and birthdays and Valentine's Day."
In spite of her many bills,
credit cards are still worth having despite the trouble, Olson
said.
"H for some reason you don't
have enough cash to pay for'
something, especially in an
emergency, it really helps to
have a credit card along," she
said. "Als<i, if you need to cash
a check somewhere, most
department stores will not take
one without a· driver's license
and a credit card."
Although companies have
stopped sending her credit
cards, she would get another
one if she could, Olson said.
"If I did get more, I would
never run up a bill like I had
again," she said. "I've learned
_my lesson, I've learned that you
need to use caution when charging stuff."

Contestants rehearse
for Miss MSU pageant
Twenty Murray State University students
huve spent many hours of practice and
preparations for Saturday's Miss MSU
pageant.
The pageant, sponsored by the University
Center Board of the Student Government
Association, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets cost $3 for adults, $2 for
students with a valid ID and ·$1 for children
under 12.
Donna Jo Edwards, a junior elementary
education major from Sebree, said she has enjoyed the practices because it has given her a
chance to make new friends.
Tina Hack, a junior public relations major,
said t he preparations for the pageant have
been fun and she has become friends with the
other contestants.
Sherri Nance, a sophomore music major
from La Center, said she has enjoyed the
practices.
Brenda Blincoe, a sophomore organizational
communications major from Louisville, said
she has enjoyed the practices also because of
the friendships she has made.
Other contestants include:
• Allison Faye Carr, a junior public relations
major from Murray, is sponsored by the MSU
Tennis Team.
• Bethany Hall, a sophomore biology/premed
major from Murray, is sponsored by Alpha
Gumma Delta.
•Heather Grogan, a freshman elementary
education major from Murray, is sponsored by

Alpha Gamma Delta.
• Kathy Blackburn, a sophomore political
science major from Camden, Tenn., is sponsored by Student Ambassadors.
• Mary Hutkai, a sophomore art education
major from Louisville, is sponsored by Sigma
Sigma Sigma.
• Hope Kinney, a junior English major from
LaGrange, is sponsored by the Student Alumni Association.
• Ginna Curling, a sophomore prephysical
therapy major from South Fulton, Tenn., is
sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi.
• Kimberly Dirks, a freshman..premed major
from Marion, Dl., is sponsored by Alpha Delta

Pi.
• Kerry Evans, a freshman nursing major
from Metropolis, Dl., is sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Delta.
• Kim Green, a junior accounting/computer
information systems major from Madisonville,
is sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha.
• Mitzi Jones, a sophomore elementary education major from White Plains, is sponsored by
Dunker's Darlings.
• Lee Ann Weatherspoon , a j unior
biology/pre-optometry major from Fulton, is
sponsored by Omicron Delta Kappa.
• Traci Hamlin, a freshman advertising major
from Houston, Texas, is sponsored by
Elizabeth Hall.
• Melody Helgerson, a freshman marketing
major from Naperville, Ill., is sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Alpha.

Shrewd thinking

Rick Jobs

Playhouse in the Park Will present
what they have called "Shakespeare
with a twisr with their production of the
classic comedy Taming of the Shrew.
The comedy Is set in the old west,
where the play is placed In an American
frontier saloon.
The second twist In the play is the
casting of young actors. The roles are
traditionally caat with adults but are
filled by members of the Children's
Theater Company.
The play begins tonight at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park. Reservations
are now being taken at 759-1752.

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
I

Twenty contestants for Miss Murray State spend hours practicing for the pageant Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. In Lovett Auditorium.
• Stierri Nance, a sophomore music major
from LaCenter, is sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota.
• Bridget Townsend, a senior elementary
education major from Bruceton, Tenn. , is

sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha.
• Leigh Waddle, a sophomore occupational
safety and health major from Scott City, Mo.,
is sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega.

f.;il_A_S_U_C_E_O
_F_LIFE
_ __, Th e MSU 'Blues•

~

Moyer and shaker

For Mary A. lee, squeezing in extra study
time means studying during her dinner break at
Paducah's Westem Baptist Hospital.
The senior nursing major at Murray State
University Is also a mothe r and works 40 hours
a week as a health unit coordinator at Western
Baptist
lee's first experience with MSU was in 1968,
and now she is back to earn the degree she has
always wanted.
Story on page 11

Blue Collar Blues is a funny, sao and
touching play that looks at a day in the
life of the townspeople In Coffee, Ark.
The town's one Industry is moving out
and Coffee Is beginning to look like a
ghost town.
The Murray State University Theater
will begin performances of Blues next
Friday and Saturday and April 4and 6.
The play's author, Denise Kay Oillard, Is planning to attend most of the
performances. James I Schempp is
directing the cast of MSU students.
Tickets are $4 for students, $5 for
adults. Call the Theater at 762-6797.

Ad exhibits
'!The Banner of the Black Bull," an
exhibition by William R. Stone and
"Delusions of Morality,• an exhibition
by Paula Allen Snead will be in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery until March 31.
Stone's exhibit features "fantasy lilustrations," which are of stories written
oollaborativelywlth Kathleen S. Hruska.
Snead's exhibit features recent drawings, prints and ceramics. Most of the
objects drawn are found in a rural situation, the subject of her work.
Both artists are 1991 candidates for
a bachelor of fine arts degree. The
exhibits began March 20.
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Kites provide ~
hours of fun ~
in March wind 1

Stickers reveal personality
As we travel life's roadways, we encounter many
things: wisdom, experience and the backend
of automobiles.
On those bumpers we
often catch a glimpse of
the driver's personality
via the ever-infamous
bumper stickers.
Some are crude. Others
are startling. Some express an environmental
concern, and others reveal
a driver who doubles as a
"Dead-head.''
Favorite stickers on
campus include sorority
and fraternity messages,
Murray State University
support and, most recently, U.S. troop support.
Bumper stickers may
educate, enlighten or
entertain. Most cater to
the latter.
.
So take them to heart,
but remember, "If you
don't like the way I drive, get off the sidewalk or dial

\

By JENNIFER LASHLEE
Reporter
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Windy March has for manr.
years been known as the time Of
year to fly a kite. Kites hav~
provide.t many hours of entertainment for people, young and
old.
;
. Kites have not always been
just for run. They have been used for many scientific and warfare experiments throughout
history. According to the World
B ook E ncyclopedia, the
Chinese claim to have invented
the kite in 206 B.C. for use duiing wartime, and, of cour~,
everyone knows about Benjamin Franklin's experience
with a kite. Franklin wanted tp
prove that lightning and electricity were the same. He put "
key on the string of his kite and
sent t he kite floating in the
storm clouds. From Franklin's
experiment we learned that
lightning and electricity-~r~
the same.
1
During the early 1900s, kites
played a major role i~
meteorology. Three or more
kites were strategically used to
hel p record barometric
pressure, temperature, wind
velocity and humidity.
Since kites are usually used
for fun and entertainment tot
day, there are several safety
rules, known as the Kite-Flying
Code, that kite fliers should
always follow:
liThe kite flier should never
use metal in making his kite
because it might attract
lightning.
1
•He should never fly his kite
near telephone wires, highvoltage wires or transmission
towers. Kite fliers have beerj
killed when their kites touche~
electric wires.
• He should never fly his kite inj
a thunderstorm because of th1
danger • of being struck b
lightning.
Another rule that should
listed in the Kite-Flying Code i
to always fly the kite in ope
spaces away from trees!

J

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

Welcome Back Students!

MurrayBP

CharUe's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

South 12th Street
753-9164

Mechanic on duty!

Murray's only neighborhood drugstore

Monday- Friday

8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
\

llandlr - frldly I Lm.-7 p,m.

''FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP'

Sllurilly I Lm.-6:31 p.m.

JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER • •
~~ ~

(Q}(ID@[k\®~@

@[ft) ®®~@~
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

12058 CHESTNUT

CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY

WAIR{~ II1r1r CCIHIJE JEIR{ J1JE&. JD) IE IR{
Jr]f{.1( ceQ) UJJr §
ALL GUYS AND GIRLS INTERESTED
PLEASE COME TO THE CLINIC.
INFORMATION WILL BE GIVEN OUT THERE.
Clinic dates: March 25- April2
Times: 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Place: Carr Health Building, South Gym
Try-Outs: Skills-"April3
.
3:30 p.m. in Racer Arena
Interviews - April4
to be announced
To be eligible: must have a 2.0 GPA
must have completed 12 semester hours

FACTORY

DISCOUNT SHOES
We have shoes
and prices
to fit your lifestyle.
Ladies' Keds
Ladies' Tretom
Men's Tretorn
Ladies' Eastland
Men's Eastland

$23.95
$23.95
$29.95
$32.95
$35.95 .

16th & Main next to
the A TO house
753-9419

Bargain llallnMa
Saturday I Sunday Onlyl
AduH $3 Child $2.50
t

'

(.I

For addit ional information contact any former MSU Cheerleader.
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MSU student works hard
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant News Editor

For many college students,
squeezing in time for studying
and sleeping often centers
.'around a full social life; but for
~ary A. Lee of Paducah,
!Squeezing in extra study time
~ineans studying during her dinner break at Paducah's
Western Baptist Hospital.
0 Lee, a senior nursing major at
Murray State University,
·works 40 hours a week as a
\tealth unit coordinator at
Western Baptist. She has been
attending classes at Murray
tstate since ' l990 fall semester,
'S.nd prior to that she attended
•Paducah Community College
for about a year and a half.
9 However, this is not Lee's
flrst experience with college life
at Murray State. She received a
'Scholarship to MSU in 1968 and
!attended college for about a
year until she dropped out and
got married.
.
While married to her ex!.husband, she took courses at
the Army bases where he was
stationed, and she received the
'associate degree while he was
'Stationed in California.
O After returning home, she
;~as unable to find a job so she
-enrolled in West Kentucky
Vocational School. She then
began to work at Western Baptist. While working at the
·hospitaL, Lee decided to return
to school and obtain her nurs·
ing degree.
"I guess in a way I've always
wanted to be a nurse since my
ex-father-in-law died of cancer.
J'y_e al~ays !!}led to help people,
and I decided nursing was for
me," Lee said.

- - -MAKING
THE gnApE

employees. I'd like to see them
sympathize with employees,"
she said.
"It's pretty rough dealing
with patients and families,"
Lee said.
·
"The girls (other nurses) really have a lot of feelings for patients. It's really hard on them
when a patient dies," she said.
"I've seen a lot of nurses break
down and cry when a patient
expired."
Lee saidber advice to anyone
who wants to return to school is
to be committed to it. ·
"The road will be rough and
hard, but anything you set your
mind to, you can do," she said.
Her best advice to students is
to attend class regularly and
not skip any classes.
•
"When you get up in the morning and you don't feel like going to class, go ahead and go to
class," she said. "Don't quit
because it's hard to get started
again."
One of the ways she has found
support and encouragement
has been through the Adults
Belong in College program. She
said the program was a con·
fidence builder a.n d helped her
to overcome a fear of returning
to college.
She said she recommends the
Adults Belong in College program for any nontraditional
student because it gave her a
feeling of belonging.
"Everyone needs a feeling of
belonging. They make you feel
like you belong," Lee said.

One of the toughest adjustments to college life has
been studying, she said.
"It's still really bard to study.
It's really ha~d working 40
hours a week and studying,''
she said.
With a busy work schedule,
Lee has to budget her time
wisely and fmd time to study.
"I don't eat dinner. I study
during my dinner break," Lee
said.
She said she also arrives at
MSU early each morning and
studies in the library before her
classes begin.
Although school and work
take up most of her time, she
still makes time to go to
Evansville, Ind., once a month
for the James Cleveland Gospel
Music Workshop where gospel
groups from across the country
gather to sing and present
religious programs.
"All of my life I've been singing. When I was growing up, I
always wanted to be an opera
singer, but my father crushed
that," Lee said.
After obtaining her nursing
degree, she said she hopes to
earn a master's degree and find
a supervisory position in the
nursing field.
She said she wants to be in a
supervisory position because
she sees things in the business
· · w.l}ich_!l~d to be improved, inchiding the treatment of
Editor'• Note: This is the fiftt
employees and employee
part of a 1().part series
relations.
"I'd like to see a lot more spotlighting student scholars
fairness in dealing with who are active on campus.

)
~

%e Sisters of
.911pfia (jamma tJJe{ta
wisfi 6est of {uct
to a{{ of tfieir

Miss !JvfSru Candidates
Kim. Green
Donna Jo Edwards
Lee Anne Weatherspoon
Keri Evans
Heather Grogan
Bethany Hall
Hope Kinney

We Cove you!
ROOM WITH A VIEW
Thirty-two guys gathered In one room In Franklin Hall Monday night to watch the Mike Tyson
and Donovan Ruddock fight.

...

Sigma Chi raises
unds for charities
with Derby Days
Murray State University's
gigma Chi fratern1ty is combinng work and play during the
eek long Derby Days
The fraternity has raised
tttore than $1,000 that reached
ast year's to benefit Murray's
, ork Activity Training Center
or the Handicapped and also
eedline.
"Our national philanthropy
• s now for profit, so this year
e're getting back into comunity," said Jim Ray, public
elations chairman for the
raternity.
The events, held this week,
nvolved campus sororities colecting money at local stores for
he charities, a cookout and
uau and an all-Greek event
oday.
Derby Chase, one of the
~- ighlights of the week, is also
~~oday, Ray said.
~ "During Derby Chase, each
Ffrorority tries to grab as many
ftierbies off of the guys as they
an," he said. "Each of the hats
has different numbers in them,
nd the sorority whose
11umbers add up highest wins."
Derby Days, held annually at
igma Chi chapters nationide, was coordinated at Muray State by Jay Scobee, Sigma
hi "Deroy Daddy.''

-

-

!'\

AROUND CAMPUS
Club sponsors rodeo
The Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by the Murray State
University Rodeo Club, continues Friday and Sunday at 7:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Tickets cost $5 for adults and $4 for students.

Faculty perform at recital
Four Murray State University music faculty will perform
in a faculty recital at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Scott Erickson will perform on woodwinds, and John
Schlabach will perform on trumpet. Pianists Stephen Brown
and Richard Scott will assist them.
The public is welcome and admission is free.
Music will include a bassoon sonata by Etler, a saxophone
concert by Glazounov and various trumpet works by Handel,
Honegger, Nerunda and Peaslee.

Researcher speaks at lecture
Dr. David Gallahue, a researcher in motor development at
Indiana State University, will speak at the lOth annual lec·
ture at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Mason Hall. Gallahue will speak on
"Children's Self-Esteem."
The lecture is open to the public at no admission charge.

Stables features blues singer
The Stables is offering students a break from studies with a
blues concert.
.
Jane Powell, the 1990 campus entertainer ofthe year, will
perform in concert at 7:30p.m. Thursday.
Admission is free.

Curris Center Stables
8-10 p.m.
Tuesday, March 26
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'Goodfellas' tops Oscar list
-

This Monday, Hollywood
honors its finest at the 63rd Annual Acad~y Awards. As
always, these awards cause people to pose several questions.
How long will the acceptance
speeches be? How overblown
will the big production
numbers be? How can host Billy Crystal top last year's show?
Who will wear what? Who will
win?
No one will know the answers
to these questions until the
show is well under way.
However, I do have some ideas
on who will and should win the
major awards.
• Best Supporting ActorSome people think sympathy
might give this award to AI
Pacino. Maybe for The Godfather, Part Ill, but Dick Tracy?
It will and should go to Joe
Pesci for GoodFellas. The film
was lively throughout, but
when Pesci hit the screen, it
became electric. He stole the
film from Robert De Niro,
nominated as Best Actor for
Awakenings.
Other nominees are Bruce
Davison for Longtime Companion, Andy Garcia for Godfather Ill and Graham Greene
for Dances With Wolves.
• Best Supporting ActressA close race. The positive media

JON

FUTRELL

wave that. Dances is now riding
will probably give the honor to
Mary McDonnell. I would have
put her in the Best Actress
category.
As for a preference, I would
choose Lorainne Bracco for
GoodFellas. As Ray Liotta's
wife, she did as great a job as
the rest of that film's stellar
cast.
Other nominees are Annette
Bening for The Grifters,
Whoopi Goldberg for Ghost and
Diane Ladd for Wild at Heart.
• Best Actor- This category
has several possible winners.
For being denied so long,
Jeremy Irons will probably
take the Oscar home for his portrayal of Claus Von Bulow in
Reversal of Fortune. He has
already won several critics' •
honors for this film.
- For my preference, I am going
outside the nominees and picking Robin Williams for
Awakenings. As_the doctor who
revives "sleeping" patients

.

with an experimental drug,
Williams proved he could act
without relying on bits of stand·
up. How the Academy could ignore this and recognize Dead
Poets Society last year is beyond
me.
Other nominees are Kevin
Costner for Dances, Gerard
Depardieu for Cyrano de
Bergerac and Richard Harris
for The FU!ld.
• Best Adrea- Even though
she won a Best Supporting Actress Oscar a few years ago for
Prizzi's Honor, ~lica Huston
will probably win her second
Oscar for The Grifters. Her role
is the only one somewhere between c;ommercialism and art
house.
My preference is Kathy Bales
for Misery. Whenever the
psychotic fan of Paul Sheldon
(James Caan) was nursing him,
torturing him or listening to
Liberace records, you could not
take your eyes ofT her, and it
was not because of her size.
Other nominees are Julia
Roberts for Pretty Woman,
Meryl Streep for Postcards
From the Edge and Joanne
Woodward for Mr. and Mrs.
Bridge.
• Bat Direetor- Martin
·soorsese will win and should

win for GoodFellas. His past
works with De Niro, especially
Raging Bull, have been denied
before. He should not be denied
now. Also, he made one terrific
movie.
Other nominees are Francis
Ford Coppola for Godfather Ill,
Costner for Dances, Stephen
Frears for The Grifters and
Barbet Schroeder for Reversal.
• Best Picture Do you really
have to ask what film will take
the top honor? D(lnces is an epic
western that tells its tale from
the Sioux point of view. It has
almost everything the
Academy could want in a Best
Picture.
My prefer"1nce is the same of
critics across the country:
GoodFellas. In a year that saw
organized crime movies releas·
ed by the seemingly dozens,
this mm stood out with its
brilliant acting, writing, direc·
ting, music and most
everything else. In a year
without politically correct
westerns, it would have
dominated the Oscars.
Other nominees are Awakenings, Ghost and Godfather HI.
Those are my picks and here's
hoping they keep the ceremony
less than three hours in length
(fat chance).

New group rides
into music scene
On the horizen is another
band whose potential is obvious
while the music they choose to
play is unimaginative and bor·
ing. This band from Scotland is
called rather boldly Horse;
however, their name is the only
thing bold about them.
Music today is oftentimes
unimaginative and stale in its
attempt to create mass appeal.
A potential new band may
sometimes lose itself while
searching for the special hook
or specific sound that will make
them sell.
The type of music Horse has
choeen to play is being called
soul/pop/rock by Capital
Records; but what comes out
the speaker's mouth is more of
a whining love tribute full of
overused expressions and slow
melodic music. Some of the
song names are "And She Smiled," "Stay" and "Don't Call
Me". All of which bring up horrifying visions ofl}ligh school infatuations that have been sung
since time began.
As far as execution, Horse is
not far from being perfect. The
keyboards are predominant,
and the feeling is the band has
spent a long time in the mixing
booth. But as is the problem
with bands that sound too
perfect, the effect is one that

leaves you thinking much of
the musical talent comes from
the producer.
This sextet received its overt
and doubtful name from the
lead singer, Horse McDonald.
He is the band's bright spot, using his androgynous and
melodic voice as a means of con·
veying feeling to these oversimplified lyrics. When you
fmrt hear him, you think you
are listening to the now extinct
dance group Yaz but without
the punch of great songs to play
up his voice. He holds the key to
stardom for this young band. If
he sells, they sell.
Hor~e has gained some
popularity in Europe and has
played on a British music program called "The Tube". A major spark to their career was
touring with blues legend B.B._
King in the United Kingdom.
The best idea they could have
would be to quit trying to sound Horu members are, clockwiM from top, Angela McAIInden,
like everybody else and try a Brian McNeil, Graham Brlerton, George Hutchison, and Tony
sound that is new and exciting. Soave.

Jazz bands drum up ·large audiences
the jazz bands are known simply as MSU
By SHAWN LOCKMAN
Band I and MSU Jazz Band U.
Jazz
Staff Writer
Schlabach
said both groups are audition·
Musical tastes vary from person to person. Some rarely listen to any kind of ed with MSU Jazz Band I being the more
select with the better players. He added
music, and some like all kinds of music.
For those whose musical tastes lean MSU Jazz Band ll was a training group for
toward the broad realm of music known as Jazz Band I, and most of the players in Jazz
jazz, Murray State University music Band I had been in Jazz Band ll at one
department bas an outlet in its own jazz time.
bands.
David Clark, a senior political science
John Schlabach, assistant professor of major from Lexington and four year
music and director of both jazz bands, said veteran of Jazz Band said the jazz bands

LO\JE HA{Y)fl?ockS.
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were a natural outlet to him.
"The thing about jazz is the feel and the
rhythm. It is the way the music feels when
you play it, not just the way it sounds, but
the way it feels," he said.
~elanie Cron, a junior music education
major from Bowling Green, plays the trombone in Jazz Band I.
"I love jazz music," she said, "I think it is
a lot of fun to play. It gives me a lot of good
experience. It helps me as far as my
musicality. I just e~oy playing it."

Sc
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Corman prizes
human feelings
The flrst week of college is
never easy, especially when
something happens to make the
situation worse.
College freshman Elizabeth
Mason's trauma after being a
victim of date rape is the subject of Avery Corman's Prized
Possessions (Simon & Schuster,
$19.95).

The novel begins with a profile of the Masons, an ambitious
New York family. Both Ben
and Laura Mason have worked
to provide their two children
with bright and successful
futures.
With much work, Liz becomes
eligible for admittance to the
college of her choice, fictional
Layton College, the top-ranked
liberal arts college in the
nation.
And then Liz attends her
freshman barbecue and meets
senior athlete Jimmy Andrews.
The next night, they go to a party at his off-campus house.
After a few beers, dancing and
kissing, Jimmy takes her on a
tour of the house which ends in
a soundproof music room
located in the basement.
Despite Liz's protests, Jimmy
grabs her violently by the
throat and rapes her.
The weeks that follow are full
of silence for Liz. She does not
socialize, and she tells no one of
the rape. Even the doctor who
examines the marks on her
neck is not told of the rape. She
constantly berates herself for
allowing the situation to have
happened.
Yet, the llileDCe i8 broken
when Liz attends a mandatory
rape awareness lecture. Upset
by the lecture, Liz flees the
auditorium, only to be caught
by some of her friends. When
questioned, she reveals the
secret she has been carrying for
over two months.
· A visit to the college
psychologist and subsequent
COW18eling sessions, convince
her to file a formal complaint
with the college's grievance
board.
Throughout the police hearing, Layton College becomes a
center for date rape informa·
tion. Liz organizes a protest
march to inform students about
the trauma of date rape. Before
her case, Layton College had ignored the issue of date rape.
Now, the college requires a
mandatory rape colloquium, a
required freshman human sex·
uality course, tougher campus
security and better monitoring
of alcohol sales.
In the end, Liz drops the
charges against Jimmy.
"There's not any part of this I
don't hate," she had said to her
parents. "She didn't want to go
through a trial. She wanted to
be done with it. Taking
precedence over everything for
her was the sense that she and
her allies had triumphed on a
larger scale than any specific
punishment for Jimmy Andrews. Requiring him to stand
trial seemed irrelevent to her
now." With these words, she
ends the conflict and begins to
sing again.
Despite the ironic ending,
Cormen excels in providing his
readers with a look at the
trauma that such an incident
can cause.

What•s Hot
This Week
llovlea/
1. Silence of the lambs
2. New Jack City
3. The Hard Way
4. Sleeping With the Enemy
5. The Doors
6. Dances With Wolves
7. Home Alone
8. Shipwrecked
9. King Ralph
10. L.A. Story
From Batertti""MDt Data

VIdeo rentlll
1. Flatllners
2. Die Hard II
3. Days of Thunder
4. Darkman
5. Navy Seals
6. Problem Child
7. Air America
8. The Freshman
9. Young Guns II
10. My Blue Heaven
Flam A.C. Niel8eo

Televlalon
1 Cheera(NBC)
2. (tie) Ao-nne(ABC)
2. (tie) 80 lllnutea(CBS)
4. America's Funnle8t
Home Vldeos(ABC)
5. (tie) America's
Funniest PHple(ABC)
5. (tie) A Different
Wortci(NBC)
7. Murder She Wrote
(CBS)
8. CBS Sunday Movie •
Aftermath: A T•t of
Love(CBS)
9. Full Hou•(ABC)
1o. Baby Talk
Speclai(ABC)
From Billboard maau.tDe

Country Singles
1. Loving Blind Clint
Black
2. I'd Love You All Over
Agaln.Aian Jackson

3. I Couldn't See You
Laavtn'. Conway Twitty
4. Two of • Klnci.Workln' on a Full
Houee Garth Brooks

5. Heroea and Frlencla
· Randy Travis
6. rm That Kind of Girt
Patty Loveless
7. I Got You Shenandoah
8. Men. The Forester
Sisters
9 Don1 Tell lie lie
What to Do. Pam Tillis
10. Down Home Alabama
From Billboard mapalne

1
1

1

Pop Slnglea
1. One lioN Try Timmy T.
2. Someday.Mariah

Carey
3. Coming OUt of the
Dart Gloria Estefan
4. Thla Houae Tracie
Spencer
5. Get Here 01eta Adams
6. Hold You Tight. Tera

Kemp

7. Yciu're In Love.Wilson
Phinips
8. I've Been Thinking
About You London Beat
9. A•cue lie Madonna
10. ......... Part 1
Enigma
From Billboard mapdno

Album a
1. Mariah

carey.

Mariah

Carey (Platinum)
2. The Soul Cages. Sting
3. Wilson Phillips.

Wilson Phillips
4. To The ExtNme.
Vanilla Ice (Platinum)
5. Gonna Make You
Sweat. C&C Music
Factory
6. Shake Your Money
Maker. The Black

Crowes
7. I'm Your Baby
Tonight. Whitney

~·

~- -.

Houston (Platinum)
8. Into the Night. Gloria
Estefan
9. Please Hemmer Don't
Hurt 'Em. M.C. Hammer
1o. Some People's
LIYM. Bette Midler
From Billboard 111.111•IM
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Racers' season ends
· By MIKE PADUANO

BASKETBALL

I Sports Editor

I
II

The band was there, the
cheerleaders were there, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson was there, but
the Racers did not show up for the
f'rrst 16 minutes of their game with
1 Alabama last Friday.
The Crimson Tide was able to jump
out to a 40-17 lead with 4:12 left in
the fl.rst half and the Tide rolled
1through the flrst 12 minutes of the
second-half on their way to a 89-79
• win over the Racers.
MSU was able to climb back in the
: game with a 13-6 run that closed the
halftime gap to 46-30.
Both teams traded baskets at the
beginning of the second half, but a
l 14-4 run less than five minutes into
• the half, gave 'Barna a 64·38lead and

put the Racers away.
MSU, however, did.rally late sco:t.ing the game's last 10 points to make
the final outcome a respectable 89-79
loss.
The Racers were led by two seniors
playing in their last collegiate game.
Paul King had a game high 25 points
and Greg Coble chipped in 22.
A key to the game was the Tide's
ability to double team Ohio Valley
Conference player of the year,
Popeye Jones. Jones was held to only
11 points and 8 rebounds.
"They did some things I had never
seen," Jones said. "They did a god job
of getting back when I kicked it back
outside."

'
I

I
!

'
I
I

~

Sophomore forward Scott Sivills
said the team came out flat, but was
well prepared.
"We were ready to play," he said.
... "We got a lQt of ~ood shots in the first
half, but they didn't iall for us.
Sivills said Alabama had the best
"athletes" at every position of any
team the Racers faced this year.
"Alabama had great guards and
great forwards, he said. "We walked
into an ambush. The score got out of
hand."
•The last time Popeye Jones went on
an off-season diet, nobody paid much
attention. This diet may be a little
different.
"I plan to really work out hard and
loss 20 pounds," he said. I'll really
work hard and dedicate myself to the
weightroom.
·

Report has many holes.
.

I Earlier this week, the Knight (not

COIIOO!NTAJlY

Bobby) Foundation Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics suggested
major changes in the NCAA to protect athletes and clean up college
athletics.
Most of the recommendations the
commission made have been ideas
kicked around for years, but the
NCAA presidents never have .
approved.
The recommendations the commit: tee made are sound, but did we really
1need a $2 million study to tell us that
poorer athletes should receive money
1to
go home or student/athletes should
be required to be on track to graduate
in flve years.
I do not agree with some of the major points of the commission's
findings.
The commision recommended that
coaches and assistant coaches who
meet academic requirements in their
first flve years would be rehired to
long term contracts~
What happens if a coach is flred for

MIKE
PADUANO
Sports r
Editor,

~-- ~

not winning after their f'rrat two
years or, if the contract is guaranteed
for five years, how can you get rid of a
coach if his athletes' academic performance is so abyssmal that they would
never receive an extension after five
years.
Another recommendation is that
coaches would not be allowed to
receive shoe or equipment contracts.
What about other members of college faculty? They can receive payment for consulting, appearances and
possibly endorsements, but a coach
would be excluded from the same
opportunities.
The committee also recommended

I

l

Photos by SHIRLEY MARTIN
(Top left) Guard Greg Coble drives against a Crimson Tide defender In NCAA
Southeast Regional action in Atlanta last Friday. MSU's luck ran out against
Alabama, losing 89-79. (Top right) John Jackson scores two of his 12 points In
the paint against Alabama. (Bottom right) Popeye Jones clears a rebound In
NCAA tourney action. Jones had eight rebounds and scored 11 points.

~~c:!:::U

Racer of the Week
Siebert Straughn, who ran to a fifthplace finish in the 400-meter dash at
the NCAA Indoor Championships in Indianapolis on March 9 and a spot on the
the All-American team earns Racer of
the Week honors again.
Straughn, from Barbados, turned in a
timeof47.06secondsjust .54seconds
. behind winner, Gabriel Luke of Rice.
: Siebert currently owns three lndivid: ual MSU indoor sprint records, the 55, meter dash, the 200-meter dash and
the 400-meter dash. He also has been
selected Barbados' co-Sportsman of
the Year for 1990.

that athletes be given five year
scholarships instead of one year
renewable scholarships.
H a student is on an academic
scholarship, they have to meet certain requirements to keep their
scholarships, so shouldn't an athlete
be required to meet the same
demands as the other students. If an
athlete does not improve, or doesn't
practice very hard, or quits the team,
do they really deserve financial aid.
Sure changes need.to made in intercollegiate sports, but I find it ironic
that of all the athletic directors,
coaches and presidents, the group
with the least amount of knowledge
of problems and abuses in college
athletics will be making the
decisions.
Maybe, someday, someone will
come up with the brilliant idea to ask
a student-athlete about possible
changes in intercollegiate athletics
and then something might get
accomplished.

The Racer Rifles finished their season by
placing fifth with aan aggregate score of 6,034
in the NCAA Championships In West Point,
N.Y. during spring break.
A young squad, three freshmen on the sixman team. promises to be stronger next year.
West Virginia won the team title with 6,171 .
Freshman Rusty Kendle led the Racers In the
smallbore event soaring 1,140 points and freshman Kate Keleman shot a score of 380 points.

1

-Siebert Straughn

Intercollegiate Athletics Out of Control?
According to a recent sur~
vey conducted by Louis
Harris and Associates, respondents in the various
categories felt that intercollegiate athletics had got out
of control.

College presidents
Trustees
Athletic directors
Senior women's sports administrators
Coaches
Conference commissioners
Faculty athletics representatives
Faculty members
Alumni leaders
Booster-club leaders

48%
68%
36%
44%
33%
27%
47%
81%
72%
20%

'

Source: CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCA110N Graphic by ORVIUE HERNDON
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ATOs are '91 champions,
beat Runnin' Rebs, 47-44

Racers take fifth place
in NCAA at West Point

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By PATRICIA CASH
Staff Writer

While several Murray State students were
enjoying the coastal water of sunny Florida
and Texas, the rifle team was hard at work at
the NCAA championships.
The trip to the United States Military
Academy in West Point N.Y. March 15-16,

RIFLE
was well worth sacrificing a toasty day in the
sand: the Racers finished fifth in the nation.
Murray State's rifle team has competed in
the tournament every year since the tournament began 12 years ago.
Murray State went into the eight-team tournament ranked 6th in the nation by the
NCAA. They bettered their ranking by one
place by shooting a combined score of 6034 at
the tournament.
The Racers competed in both the smallbore
and air rifle categories. Separate competitions
were held for individuals and four-person
teams, but the final team standings were arrived at by combining the two competitions.
The final results put West Virginia University in first place with a score of 6171 . They
were followed by Alaska-Fairbanks, second
place with a 6110; Ohio State, third place with
a 6100; and Kanisius College, in fourth place
place with a 6077.
The Racers placed above St. John's with a
6016 and Texas-El Paso with a 6003.
The Racer standout in the smallbore com·
petition was Russell Kendle, a freshman from
Alliance, Neb. Kendle received a score of 1140
to lead the smallbore team.
~
Other members of the smallbore team included Chris Curtis, a senior from Owensboro;
Anne Tully, a junior from Bethel Park, Penn.;
and Beth Herzman, a freshman from North
Haven, Conn.
The air rifle team was also led by one of the
members of the team who still has three years
left in front of her.
Kate Kelemen, a freshman from Livonia,
Mich., led the air rifle team with a score of
380.
"I think we will improve greatly next year,"

Photo by BECKY COGAN .
Junior Anne Tully atghta her target practicing
for the NCAA tourney. Tully from Bethel Park,
Pa. went on to ahoot 371 In the air rifle event
and scored 1,138 point In amallbore at the
championships In West Point.

In sports there is an old proverb that shows that skill is
sometimes not the most important factor to determining success; sometimes it is better to be
lucky than to be good.
This season, that saying may
have applied to the Alpha Tau
Omega intramural basketball
team in the Intrafraternity
Council League as it used an
abundance of skill, but also a
little help from other forces to
become the best on campus.
The team compiled a record of
8-0 in league play and then
marched through the all campus tournament, beating
undefeated Tomahawk League
champions the Runnin' Rebs
47-44 in the tournament title
game.
ATO coach Rick Miller said
that while the team was a very
talented squad, it did need the
help of a few breaks along the
way to succeed·.
"We got a couple of bounces

season," he said. "There were a .
couple of games, though, where-=:
our guys got hot from the field!!
::
that went our way all year and and that helped us a lot."
Miller
also
said
that
he
felt;;•
we were fortunate for that," he
said. "If a few shots go in and the competition was very for..
the bounces go the right way midable this season.
"The Pikes and the Lambda'
you can win and that's what
Chi's
were the toughest in our•
hapt>ened this season. ••
league,
on any given night we"
Now, while the title of''champion" is something the team could have beaten one
likes being associated with it is another," Miller said. "There
not the most important thing to were a lot of teams who wel'ei
just as deserving as we were to
it.
.
"We just wanted to have fun, win the tournament, but lucki..that's what it's all about," ly it was us who ended on top."~ ·
Miller said. "It feels good to •The Certs-Trident Spike Fest,•
know that we won the tourna- a four-on-four coed volleyball
ment and ended up undefeated, tournament will be held March.
but it's not like we think we're 28.
•The Derby Classic Volleybal~·
the 'best on campus."'
Tournament
will be held in
Miller said that at the time he
did not believe his team could April. The event is a regulatiom
go through the entire regular six-on-six coed tournament that
season without having its is held outdoors with the win- .
record blemished, stressing ner going to Louisville for the'
•
that on any ~ven night his Kentucky Derby. ~
Information
for
these
events~
team could have been knocked
can be obtained through cam-,·
off.
..,
"We could have had a .500. pus recreation office.

Racers go 3-1 in Hilton Head

••
~

By JOYIA CARPENTER

Kelemen said. "We were young and inex·
perienced going into the tournament this
year, but we should do better next time.'' __
The rest of the air rifle team consisted of
Tully, Herzman and Karen Harbaugh, a
sophomore from Columbia, Ill.
This was basically a rebuilding year for us,"
said Coach Elvis Green. "We had five
freshmen this year, but we have a lot of potential for next year."
Having the freshman with a year's experience and the possible recruitment of two
or three people, Green said he hopes to place
better at the tournament next year.
"With the potential we will have on next
year's team, I believe we can be a definite contender at the tournament,'' he said.

tough competition play."

TENNIS

Reporter

During spring break, the
women's tennis team perform· University of North Carolinaed beautifully during their stay Charlotte 5-4, and their match ,
in Hilton Head Island, South against Washington College
Carolina.
was rained out.
''I was very pleased with the
"Heather Donovan went 4-0
performance of all the players for the week in singles and
over the Spring Break,'' said doubles and teamed with Corcoach Sherry! Rouse. "The ine Diderik in number one
team went 3 - 1 in dual doubles to go 4-0," Rouse said.
matches."
" UNC-Charlotte was the
They competed at the Broad
Creek Racquet Club and toughest challenge for the
defeated Fordham University Racers," Rouse said. "This
with a score of 6-3, College of team usually qualifies to go to
Wooster, 8-1 and Old Dominion, -the NCAA and the Racers mat·
5-4. The team lost to the ched up against them well with

•,

"The Racers are 6-5 for the:.
season and will face the Univer-~
sity of Evansville on Friday,~
March 22 at 3 p.m," she said. A
"This last week's matches"
were a good challenge for th.!'
Racers as they begin to ap= ,
proach the OVC schedule," •
Rouse said.
;

.:c

She said the Racers are starting to play a lot more ag- .
~.:·
gressive in doubles play.

,.

~

"It will be very important for
the Racers to do well in doubles" ,.
because it usually comes down
to doubles in the end," she said.

Tlie Brothers of
Delta Sigtna Phi
salute the men
and women of
our armed forces
for their service
in the Gulf.
Buy one, Get one ·
FREE ~e~~;fcy'

Murray State Needs YOU...

With coupon

to be a

f{Ot

Two piece creole fried chicken snack

STUDENT AMBASSADOR!

(mix only)

and buttermilk biscuit ( $2.09 value )

We need Public Relations people with:

Any size Pepsi fountain drink
4th and Chestnut
5,1991

Strong leadership skills
Public speaking ability
Good interpersonal skills

49~

753-8575

Open 24 hours

Exciting activities include:

- Recruiting prospective students in 4 state area
- Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
- Help host exciting programs such as:
Fall Senior Day, Junior Jam, Golden 100
-Assist with alumni functions:
Homecoming, Alumni Weekend
Must have a 2.75 GPA, 12 hours credit
and be willing to travel.
Applications are available at School Relations Office.
Please return completed applications to
School Relations Office
Application deadline Friday, April S.

Prairie Farms
Ice Cream
or Sherbet
1/2 gallon $1.89

I

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
**
*

~
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-
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-

-
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Open 24 hours
Monday-Friday
7 a.m.-midnight

Murray State University

~

Prairie Farms
8 oz. Yogurt
3 for $1

~ai.u & uQ 7

-

-~------ ~---

.
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" ' .....

auay

HI·Drl
Paper Towels
jumbo roll
2 for $1

Roman Meal Bread
16 oz. 89¢

~
~

"

South 12th Street
& Glendale
753-9616 or 753-0265

~
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SCOREBOARD
Qlld8WIII (2lc0)

HewaiiPIIolfto 8

WBASDJ1WL
Murray State vs. Alsbama
In Atlanta, Ga. Mar. 15.
A...,._88
llumlr State 78

Murray Stllte a
Murray State (2)
lb
Greaaera
2
Schoen3b
3
Alfeldt If
3
Hanef1b
3

r

h
0 0

Wlnner·Grogan (1..0) Loaer·
Kaluau (1·2) WP.Jonee HPBGreuer (by Kal~a~) Clement

M...,., Stllte I
bl 11ewa11 • PlloJflo a
0 Murray &ta1e (18

RACER SPORTS WEEK

(by GroganO Witzel (by
Kaa.l)

............

SPORT

~~BIKE

0 0 0

p

0 10
erhbl
MEN'S
1 1 0 Greaaer2b 2 1 1 0
Grzanlch c
2 0 1 0 Schoen3b 5 0 0 0
· BASEBALL
3 1 3 1 . AireJdtlfcf 5 2 2 2
Brown~1b
Murray &tate (79)
Raderrf
3 0 1 0 Olza'1ic:h c 3 0 0 0
M.mly sr.t 1ft NCAA
MEN'S
Jones 5·18, 1· 4, 11, Wltzel2b
3 0 0 0 ..... 1b 5 1 4 2
~··
15-16/n
TRACK
0 0 0 Raderrf
Allen 2·14, 0..0, 4, Coble 8ammonscf
Alllbty Acadtmy, ~
4 1 1 0
Point. N.Y.
9-18, o-o, 22, King 8·13, Glidewell p
Wetzetu 4 1 o 0
TIAM CHAMptOMMIP
WOMEN'S
Sanmana cf 2 0 0 1
10·12, 25, Jackson 8·10, Nylwldp
Brownell 5 0 2 1
To181
TRACK
o-o, 12, Gumm o-1, 3-', Totals
75 2 7 1 Poal ph-ci'J 1 0 0 0
1. Welt VIrginia
6171
3, Slvllla 0·1 , 2· 2, 2,
Grogmp 0 0 0 0
2. Allllka-Falrbenkl
8110
MEN'S
Birdsong 0-1, 0-0, 0. Hawaii Pacific (8)
3.
Ohio
State
8100
2 1 1 2 Total.s
Totals 28·72, 18·22, 79. Agbayonllf
TENNIS
... c.alus College
388 108
fJ117
Goulart cf
1 1 1 0
Alabama (81)
5. Murray Sta..
8034
Maruyamaa
3
1
1
1
Hony 8·12, 2-3, 21,
WOMEN'S
Hawaii Plctflc (2)
8. St. John's
6018
2 0 0 0
Sprewell 5~7, 1·2, 12, K81o2b
7.Texae-B
Palo
Agbayalilf 5 0 2 0
8003
TENNIS
Eflam*) 2b
1 0 0 0
Cheatum 11·15, 1· 2, 23,
Mawuyama 4 1 2 0
Cmelloc
3 1 1 1
Waites 3~8 , 0 · 0, 8 ,
Clement rf
4 1 3 0 C&wnaloo 3 o o o
• • • I 'OBI BUULD
lancaster 0·3, o-o, 0, YCd"'g 3b
3 1 1 0
Ka3b
.. 0 1 1
To181
Robinson 8·11, 0·0, 15, O'neil ell
1 1 0 0 Coulart cf 4 1 1 0
1138
Webb 2-3, 1·2, 5, Jones T.-.pr
0 0 0 0 Clamant rf 2 0 0 0
1128
3-5, 0-0, 8, Campbell 0· Kuho1b
2 1 0 1
MlyastW ph 1 0 0 0
1139
0 0 0 0 T-..2b 0 0 0 0
1,
0, Rice o-1 , 1-2, Mendom 1b
1140
3 0 1 0
1 . Totals 38-88, 8 · 11, Lynch cf-tf
Enornom 2b 3 0 1 0
BuenooneeJo
p
89.
Dmgnnrf1 0 0 0
Fujlokap
Halftime- Murray State
S8hchez <1'1<4 0 1 1
Ll.md'l
0 0 0 0
AIR BlfLI BQULD
so, Alabama <46. Three Totals
3) 8 9 5
YCd"'g 1b 3 0 0 0
point goals· Murray State
Total
O'Neil ph 1 0 0 0
KMr!Harbaql
7·23 (Coble <4-8, King 3- MLrray Statt 010 100 0
Kallalp
0 0 0 0
KaleK*'rwl
380
8),
Alabama
7 · 18 , HawaiPaclfto 000503X
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0 0 0 0
.Mii. . .
Belh Helzrraa
370
(Robinson 3-'. Hony 3·
E·Maruyama,
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5). Rebounds- Murray Sc::hoen, Brown. DP-HPU (3·2· · Totals
and~ La. . . . 1-11
25 2 8 2
State <42, (Jones ·8), 3_LEFT-HPU 8, MSU <4. 28mdlnlllllm, R& Mr. 14-16.
1488
U t M DNIIHQ
Aiabama 38 {Sprewell 8, Clement, Coutart.. 38-Brown MliTay Stal8 000 «)()() 002
Cheatum 9) . A aslats·
(2x), Maruyama. HR-Camello. ......
Qgpprwnt
W-L Scom
011 000000
~
Murray State 18 {Jones SB-Ciement, A¢e.'I&B. CS.
Unlv. of Ark. LR
X 6-4
IN'I"BAMUBAAS 8outhem Min. x6), Alabama 23 (Waites 1 Gr%anlch, Kato.
SH· E·Young, Witzel 2,
Brown..,.,_,, P·t.bray (4-8-3-5)-.,..
8). Fouled out· Robln&on Grzanlch.
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X
5-3
u:FT-MS-10 HPU-8 28-8rooM\ lntnJnxJntl . . . . ~
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X 5-1
Alabama. Total fouls·
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X
5-3
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State
12, MSU
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Thomas HIAt
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HELP WANTED

Kl1slle, T'Mnlll tor 11 lie fun

The Slatera of AOn would lll<.e
to tfl8M the Brothera of IXfor

and

aApM~

~
~
-~~~----------

The Slst81'8 of AOnwould like
to thank th& Eltothel's of I1KA

hiiRt¥ ,..,._ I love

double rmer with the Sisters

Luigi, Gladyourbackls beUett
Thlt ......... wll be greet freewael idlnnlghta.and
no waltln; tar the ralnllllove

~JJ.A.

~.Matto.

for an awesome

" "" "" " " "
=allty
./,

Resumes al rea-

pr1ces1782·2751 .

Congralulallons to our new
Edtor-ln-chlef, Melanie Buck·

nn.

Pleue recydel

Gemwl ~. Think you for
takln; aft of "" dudng my
slc:knesa. You're a giMI ~
hiendllo¥8, .....

HELP WANTED

prulaa

FOR SALE

waltlngformyappllcallonform
lnthemaii.Reuben. P.S.Terry.

We need to talk.

Racers, We're so proud
youI

of

LeaAnn, Chomp, chomp.
Scnac:k. amack. Shake, shake,
..... Who Ia INa pe!!O!I?

Joba
HIRING Men · Women. SummarlYeat Round. PHOTOG-

ahlp forMA Club. Work own
hours. Contact Philip Rogers
at769-9873.
-Thg--M-una_y_sts_te
__
Nsws
___
ls_now_
taking appllc:aiiOna for the fal
~emester.

News and advertls·

lng pos1t1ona wiD be available.
Pick up your applications In
Wilson Han, room 111. Appll·
cations are due by March 29•

1984 Ford Eacort Fi7,000
6 speed. 2 dr., 25-32
new III'M. eJCC ellnl
cocdllon. $1950. <438-2878.

mae.,
nw-.

RAPHERS. TOUR GUIDES,
RECREAllON PERSONNa.

For Sele; Formals t1ze 12-$12
and alz81311<4-$35. Call2172.

Excelentpay plua FREEinMII.
Cartbbean, Hawaii, ElaharMI.
South Pacttlc, Mexico. CALL

NOWJ Cal refundable. 1·206736-7000, Ext. 600M2.
Help Wanted: Male lludent
ahclre apartment.
Rent and utlltles paid. Salary
negotiable. Cal 753-397<4 between 8 a..mand8p.m.After8
p.m., 763-3718.

NOTICE

GREAT FOR SPRING FOR·

MALS. Seven~~ formal gowns
In vartoua colora and atytea.
Sims ana 7·9. Most orly worn
once. Wllgtveexcelleftdealsl
Call763-8951 askforleaAnn.

Exerdae 1ran1>01ne for tale.
C81782-6188.

Wlh

• Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Fr1day 8:30-10:15 a .m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and

holidays.

HELP WANTED

Racer track star Seibert Straughn received NCAA All-American
honors and the NCAA indoor track meet in Indianapolis March 9.

t
)

Two former Racers go pro

l

Former Murray State football players Micheal Proctor and Tim
Broady are on the rosters of two World League of American Football
teams. Proctor, a 1989 graduate, is one of three quarterbacks for the
Montreal Machine and Broady, a 1988 graduate, makes the roster 88
the only strong safety for the Frankfurt (Germany) Galaxy.

l
~
~

BUSINESS
SERVICES

NOTICE
The ~ne for IUbmllln;
photos tor the Student AUnnl
Aaaoclallon's RuaiiM Phc*)
Colllga project Ia March 29.
Photoe may be turned In .the
SM ofllce, 4th floor Sparka
Hall, or the Student Govern·
rn.ft Aaaocla1lon afllce. For
more lnformallon call 3439,
3737, or 6951.

SPJ. .m..tT...aay,Maftltl
28 • 4 p.m. In Wilson Hill,
raom21S.AI men-....,..
CCUIIgld to llllnd.

FOUND
It yau have fOUnd aamlit*~g

thlt lan, yours. run l In ._
claatllecla free. 782-<4478.

t

A-1 TyplngS.W..t1 pll'pl08
lncbill . . .chedc.Top..,_t
~ 188 W.P.M. Cal7'82-'788.

~!Nil,._.? You
Wll Need a Aleume. tnnoYalve~andGnlptilcldJII

ClUibn ......... prtnllngat ...
toniiiMpdcal. Cll753-8al2.

HELP WANTED

NO GIMMICKS~
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600 • ~ fM!K'/ ~ •
Free Oetais; SASE to
Brootalnttmatlonll1 Inc.
P.O. Box 680605 • Or1ando, FL 32868

RATES

INDEX

MSU

Ctasslfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Snap up extra cash with
an ad in the classifieds
To help you put the bite on the right buyer for items
you have to sell, we are offering a ten word classified

For()u)y$1.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Drop off at Room 111,
Wilaon Hall.

•

:~ dt/UIT ~PoUns g:aJucn :;

Crocheted lace ,
& beaded socks-- :

$8 a pairl
eonttu# c:Mcu J.&o.,n
247.6367

.9L{pfia$Jefta Pi
\

w!slies

Kini(Dirks
J{
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the very oost of luck in the
Miss MSlJ P.agbant
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10% off with tlda coupon March 22 throu&Jl March 28
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Tuesday March 26 7 p.m.
Mason Nursing Building Auditorium
''Fine Seafood Dhling in a
Florida Atmosphere"
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MF Compellloli.

lOth Annual William 0. Presson Lecture
~ ''Children's Self-Esteem: Key To Our Future''
~ Presented by Dr. David L. Gallahue
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10: 101 per word
Without MSU 10: 15f per word
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Three Murray State Rifle team members were selected by the National Rifle Association 88 All-American shooters. Ann Tully was
chosen second team in the air rifle division and Beth Herzman and
Russell Kendle were chosen second team in the smallbore category.
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'Breds slip in Hawaii
By BILL BALTZ

Split ~o

Assistant Sports Editor

The 'Breds took their winning streak to the
friendly skies and landed on the island paradise
of Oahu for a tough pair of three-game series
against the University of Hawaii March 8-10,
and Hawaii-Pacific University on March 12 and
13. The end result of the six-game road trip was
one win and five losses.
Hawaii's Rainbow Warriors, ranked in the top
ten in two national polls, swept their series
against MSU, 14-7, 10-1 and 5-0.
Coach Johnny Reagan said fatigue and
Hawaii's strong all-around team contributed to
the 'Breda lackluster performance. "After the
first game we saw some pretty good pitching," he
said.
The 'Breds won the first game against HPU,
6-2, then dropped a doubleheader, 1-0 and 8-2.
The 'Breds wasted two good pitching performances by Kirk Reuter, when the previously hot
bats went cold and the defense committed 13 errors for the six games on Oahu.
"Reuter couldn't have pitched any better," said
Reagan. ..Our defense just deserted us."
The breakdown of the 'Breda defense led to 10
of the 40 runs scored against . MSU being
unearned.
Pitcher Rick Grogan continued his comeback
by winning the only game for the 'Breds in his
first start of the season. Grogan gave up eight
hits and one walk in MSU's 6-2 victory in the
opener against HPU.
Reuter was the hard-luck story of the trip when

~his

week

*'ftte '8reds were back on the road and
IPlit a pair of games with Memphis State
~}fuesday and with Ole Miss on Wedne$day. The split brought Msu•s season
record to four wins and six losses.
MSU took the Tiger,s 5-4.with strong pit·
clUng. Three pitchers combined to hold ~
Memphis State to seven hits and two
walks.. Len-bander Kirk Reuter started
aJid even6a his record to 2-2. Rick GI'Ogan
finished the final three innings and earned
IWUecond save.
_
·'J,lbe [ 'BrtH.S went flat again in Oxford,
Miss., against the Rebels, Joslng..§.--4_. _
The 'Breds open a five-game homestand
and their conference season, against
Morehead State Saturday with a
doubleheader beginning at l p.m. at·
~gan Field.
-~

-

the defense and relievers failed to hold he took
into the sixth inning in the first game of the
Hawaii series.
Reuter came back on the last game of the trip
to lose a heartbreaking 1-0 to HPU. Reuter,
allowed only nine baserunners, hooked up with
HPU's Ryan Shintaku in pitching duel. Shin·
taku shut out the 'Breds and held them to just
four singles.
MSU hit a meager .200 in the Hawaii series
and .256 against HPU.

Racers have hopes for OVC title,
bring 5-6 record to home opener
By ANGIE MIDDLETON

.. TENNIS

Assistant Sports Editor

Coach Bennie Purcell and his·
Racers began their season with
three goals in mind: to win 20
matches, to win every home
match and to win the Ohio
Valley Conference title. With
these tasks set before them,
Purcell is optimistic.
"I think we'll be a contender
(for the OVC title) since we
have a stronger team than we
did last year," he said.
With a 5-6 record, Purcell
said they lost to strong teams
like University of Indiana,
University of Alabama and
Univeristy of Alabama,
Birmingham.
The Racers traveled to
Monroe, La., where they played
Southen."t Louu~iana Universi·

ty, University of ArkansasLittle Rock, and Northeast
Louisiana University and to
Lafayette, La., where they
played Southwest Louisiana
University. Then it was on to
Miami, Fla., where they met
Florida International University, Pennsylvania University
and College of Charleston for a
total of seven matches.
"When you play on the road
like that you expect to lose
some of those," Purcell said.
"We had a couple of 5-4 losses
that were di sappointing
against University of Arkansas
and University of Pennsylvania, but we defeated Northeast Louisiana on their own

~l~!~s~ho

was out because of
"1 think we might have turned some of those defeats into
victories if Thomas had been
with us, but we're playing pretty good tennis now," he said.
" We try to schedule the
stronger teams early in the
year to prepare us for con·
ference pla:y, and this gives me
a better tden of what ou~
strengths and weaknesses are.
The Racers play their firstf
home matches Friday againet
Western .Kentucky University
and Saturday against Memphis
State University.

8uDday

VIDEO GOLD
1206 CHESfNUT

courts, and they're a strong
team."
Purcell said he thinks the
Racers would have fared better
if they had had senior Thomas

March 22,1901

TUITION
Continued from page 1
on a percentage of the per
capita income, references to
other benchmark institutions,
the type of institution and ef.
forts to minimize fluctuation in
past and future rates.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records, said the
University hoped the Council
would continue these funding
methods as it had in the past.
The current tuition policy has
long been debated as to
whether it should be based on
per capita personal income as it
is, or the number of credit hours
taken by each student.
The credit hour method would
require students to pay a fee for
12 credit hours and after that a
certain amount for 13 hours, 14
hours, 15 hours and so on.
Bryan said the Universty was
concerned with the credit hour
method because of the overload
it would cause for financial aid
workers.
"Because your cost as a fulltime student is already set, and
then you come over here and
take 18 hours or 20 hours your
aid has to be reassessed," he
said. "Financial aid people
could never finish what they
were doing, and that bothers
us."
This method was voted down
in ·the March meeting of the
Council, but there are some
other universities that will try
to approve the method in the
next meeting.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid, said he

$2000
I

$0

u.

campus crime reports should be
protected, and now we have a
Federal Court saying they
shouldn't."
..1 think it's a very strong,
well-reasoned opinion ,"
Hollander said

·

University attorney James
Overby, who has not yet seen a
copy of the official ruling, said
he does not think the SMSU

would have to know the details
of the credit hour.plan before he
could say whether or not it
would be a better methoct.
However, he said the University did want to keep an eye on
all the details when it is
d.iscuseed again.
"We would want to watch it
extremely closely because that
type of plan has a tendency to
require students to pay more in
fees, .. he said. "But, from an in·
stitution side, we do need to

case will set the precedent for
similar cases.
•
"Any time -a Federal Court
speaks it is listened to with
respect,., he said, .,but this
district court is not within the
same jurisdictional boundary
as Murray State.
"ThiS ii.illiig deades one particular case, and the precedent
value for other jurisdictions
should be minimal." Overby

Everyday - 6 a.m.
'tllll a.m.
•2 eggs •Bacon or

Sausage •Hash Browns
•Biscuits & Gravy
ONLY

$1.85

Overby said he will await the
arrival of the 49-page ruling
and atudy the opWOQ with ill·
terest, but he is still convinced
that the poeition Murray State
baa taken in the Couriu-,
Journal case is correct.

Sunset Boulevard lluslc
.753-0113
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CAR SIEHB) SPECW..Br • CUBroM ltSTAIUTION

STUDY AND TRAVEL
SUMMER 1991 IN
EUROPE
•Earn up to 8 houn credit
•Price• Include rouncl trip air
fare, room and board
•Eutall pua for unUmlted
travel In Europe

Programs in:

Bregenz, Austria
Salzburg, Austria
Nimes, France
Paris, France
Madrid, Spain
Florence, Italy
Munich, Germany

(rw,....._ .................

Oae year of aollet• Jenl apeew.,
• equlnlat. nqaln4 t . lla4d4.
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ONLY

$3.95
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Noon Buffet
11:30 a.m. 'tll
•Salads
•Homemade Rolls

. ..

•Time avaUab1e for
Independent travel
•Variety of counea otl'eJed
•J'In•nclaJ aJd antleble
•No bcnrledae of forei&D
Jaquage required for moat
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BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

said. "It would ~ highlY
unusual for a Federal DiltriC:t
Court opinion to eet precedent
for all the Federal Courts."

DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 • CH:STNUT STREET

1 bottle Moisturizer
1 sweat towel
1 pair goggles \
. 10 body stickers

1 When you purchase "Student Special" bring In this coupon
1 along with your MSU m and receive TWO (2) free sessions.

753-8080

generate the revenue to operate
the school and teach the
claseea.••
The Council aleo diacu.Med a
proposal that tuition tie hued
on the actual coit of providing
_an education.
Paul Bylaaka, director of the
University budget office, said
although the council did not
change tuition in any ~
way, it will be looking more
closely at the coet of student
fees in the future.
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"Student Special"
10 tanning sessions
1 bottle Accelerator
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OPEN RECORDS

Jlon617 · .._...,. 8 a.m.· lO, p~.

759-4944

1990·91 In-State tuitions of
Kentucky colleges----

Application deG:IIfne
edended to Aprill4
For more Information
contact

·.

... _

The KIES Office
762-3091
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